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TEis paper presents in extensive., critical reiiew of

Eleanor Gibson and Harry-Levinrs "The Psychology of Reading."
Treating the bbok as'an attempt at comprehensive integration of the

literature on the reading process, the reviewers lookfolla
thedretical account fhat'will find findings:ogethdi, for a critical

examination of the reseach literature, and ;for an evaluation of

practical. consequencesof the resep.rch efforts aounted over past

years. After reviewing the .scope oaf the Gibson and' Levin-book, the

paper compares.the wotk wit.ht.its predecessors. Specific topics

covered in the book4re examited In detail, on an glOst
chapter-by-chapter basiS: Concluding that other efforts to treat the

psychology of reading have-moxemearly achieved ,their puvpotes thin

heove Gibson and Levin, the. reviewers go on to butUfie both whatthey
feel we have learnet about the topic and` the fundam'ental gpetittms

remaining to be answered'. (AA)
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OOK 1IEW,
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,

/She Psychology of,.Reading,' by Eleanor J..Gibson and Harry

Levin Cambridge,- r4T Press, 1975. 630 pp.

$k8. Do.

.

Most people agree that both reacting and,'liarning to

ajkad_ are',,comghx-tnd variegated phenomena. Each new

X,olume on these topics is greeted with the hope,'that it
-__

w,i1I clarify our understanding, for hang6g in the balance

are deciSions about how zo' teach this most vitai;of -r

. practical cognitiveitls. The psychol..alia of Reading by

. Eleanor Gibson and Etarry Levin a1 'aims t I?:compfehdnsive ',,

i44egrationOf the literature oVEhe readIngproaess.,:The
task was last attempeti elMost, a quarteF `century -ago-

..,

('Anderson & Dearborn, A9-52.), Whip Huey's (1408) Landma0k ..,

-..

work' was half a-century earlier:- . , ".. -..1-,

------47-- ..,*
Preparation of this reaewlias.been Iponsdited by the:

National Academy of Eduption'uncler$ grant from. -Ford

Foundation 'for support of activities ,df the Academy. '"

concerning public- understanding of research on education.

The opinions expressed are those of the,auT,hor and do-not

necessarily representthe positionof either the National

Academiof Education or The FordFoundatioh.
I .

1
Fbr n exception See Furth (1970, p. .4).

The books ..byTinker (19'65) and F. Smith (197,1) do '

not ,exhibit the same degree of comprehensivenesi;.there

tre many speciSlized. dollectiOas, (e.g., Kavanaugh' 6

Matti9gly, 1972) and.10numecous.works directed Ito training

teachers (e.g. y- 'Durkin, 1970; -Guezak,,, 1972).....Chall's

(196T), book is an ,effort lo pi-esentska weli-organized

summary of research relevant to the-teaching qf reading.

*
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e
,.

;7 Whgt should, we expect from Gibson and Levin's

presenthtion? Firsb. we hope for a theoretical acceirnt to .

'bind together and make sensible what we already know and-

-to dirett w.hdt we need to-1\1,nd out. Second, we should

like to find a comprehensive and critical examination4of '

the research literature ---a demanding, task, gi'ven the

enormous outpouring of investigations of-tuncertiin °

. quality,' `Third, fOr the audience of teachers, program

developers, reading specialistS-, and others. with

instructional:responsibility, e-look fd'an evalua.tion of

the practical consequences of the research activities

mounted over past years. .,

'In the psefaceand'i introdu4tion Gibson nd Levin

prbmise us attentioh to these issues. Properly faulting

earlier works for failing$to provide a gdod their of how'

a student 1, earns to read, they propose to 'create 'a theory,

of perceptual.- learning , and 'a f/emonstration or its :

releVance for understandingthe.reading frocess (p. 114. -

-It appears, -however, that an _important' distinction is

glossed over in, these early-pages- -the difference'l)etween

a modelfdri how a youngster-learns, to reea" and a model for

,,, are of a skilled reader. . i -

A. 'Because most American citizens learn to read through
.. ' _q .., .

:
.

. elibsroom
.

instruction, she critical ..elements in this -

. .. . 3proiceSs are ,the teacher . and the ipstructionai' .'

, .program. But Gibsop and Levin make their Asition clear

... - aE the-beginning: There. is,z_on the one hand, theoi4y-based

laboratory research on the fegding proceSS and: ,o; the- 2
_

qther,, curriculqm research -offr, teaching methods. The

-;'iatier has iielded no payoff;,hope necessarily lies with .

the - dormer (p. A): One may 'brolierljtjault-the ldemth000gy
in ,mlich curriculltu; research" and bemoan the small yield

.- from- it (Crenbach, -,196/0.; unfortunately, theory - based. '_ :

research is in. little'beEnr-position to truilipet its I.-

'benefits. *- ./ . t!. ...

i.

..

s.. .....-, We,egree'with- Gibson Ad Levin about the 'p'oper role
.'.

li'
- di 'the researcher vis -a -vis .the practitioner:

...

.

,.. . I

,

..
r=

.., , .".

Advice about. instruction or- comparison of:-

progrhms, or prescriptions about what tl do --

.wit6 rearded readers, cannot takethe.place.._
. _.

/ .., .

. i'k few learn to read before they 'enter school or
.

.

through informal instruction, and it doesn't' eem to hurt

.7- . ttler*,(Durkin% 1966, 1974)

II
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,

of g iving the potential teacher the

intellectual tools to think for himself when
problems arise. TheLe is no sdch thing aS a
pedagogical panacea. :Problems will anise,-

Oe)g% because children are different and

r

enviro ments 'are .dyferent. The -teacher

must' be able td accommodate to tipm ,

independently by-providin4 the environmedt

and th e materials that the child's ,

particular needs demalld. We believe that we

can be most helpful to teachers and others

concerned with the teaching Of reading by

giving' them insights. into 'tha .pro.eess

" reading rather Mn,dogma.-. The aim is to

help them so-114$_ probleMs, ndt-to :prOvide a

cookbook approach. (p. 10)

&Aibt; that "intellectual. Cools" yin spring
naturally,from'theory,t-bae'd' research as carried on today

exiitimptaa and 'edueational piychbiogists. -Our

.quarrelisnat.wItYithe.sebndept,of adequate 'control; this
- U.fundblental. Norcls it with the activities of f'411ow

,Airchologiets;,:- their ,renewed interest' in practical
. i

:problkMsis revitalizing the field., Rather, we cods-tion

: the idea that priliCiple6 _ and prOCedutes Trom the

- ,
laboratory transfer directly to the multifaceted events of

. .

the classroom. LabOrd.oy study of reading cannot long
:-...---

prosper in ignorance of variables central to curricultim

-researchthe methods of instruction, the, materials of '

'instruction, and the context of Aqtruction, Chall's 4

t-1975Y counse/ seems wise. ,
r

1

, -

t'f

..Aliversity-based 'educational ireseerdbers
.

tend generallir to "work around" classroOln

.
, . _. teathZ.?s..! Yet'less t- an 50 year ago it was ,.

:,,-..)-).-7-,-.:-."--4--cyti3erwa,se, with edudational- researchers and
Gachersafiaboratitg at all levels of the

I

..i research :enterprise Indeed,, iwair of-the

F: educational researchers-during'eha. ,,20s and

--.:, -..r, 4930s were themselves classr_Om teachers
-,........., , , . .z:,.

. , -and/or school . administrator . 'Carleton

-?-14A4urne. 'for example, was s perintendent
.-- 41.

,
he Wipnetka, 'Illinois scHbols when he .'

conducted his pioneering and .widely

influential studies on readability 'and
. ./ .

.

. 3
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t . '., I .
,

rea4ing ,readiness. His subjects .were

children' in .the Winnetka, 4Chodls and flis

*research collaborators were the teachers and

librarians. Of even greater significance is '
the-fa,af that'the studies were conducted on

practical concerns.' of the teachers' and

schools. ; h The . collaboration between

-t\esearchera: and- prktitionpts went' even.

further, 1.7ifi/joint. authofship pf journal%
...

.

articles, research monographs
,

r y

Further, they were Meant to be, and were,

_21---

read not by researchers alone but by .-
r

practicing ciassroonf teathers. . . . i

-.
.

Generally, we need to recapture the spirit

of collborat on between researchers and

qr

teachers char oteristic of the 1920s and

1930s. I prop se, it not out of nostalgia,

but as a way to restore tire, dignity and
self-worth of teachers by involving hem in
,the importan educational experimentation of

the day. * ropose it also for the

researcher a d cuzripulum,developer who are

in daqger f dirc.ting their work. ply to t.`

other research'rs rather -than to':-4the

"ultimate users f the, research. ((hall,

1975, pp. 173-174

Gibson and Levin _do ?lot . hesitate to make

pronouncements about the eurriculum.and the teacher- -they

have mtich., to say -about both. They frequently drop the

mantle of researcher and .assume the guise, Of adviser and

counselor. The reader of educatiopl research should be.

wary. Is the statement a generall'iation'' supported by

research? Wit a mandate for a coarse ofaction?, If so,
what evidence' supports the action? Researchers -may give

advice certainly, but they should Make clear when4fhe'Y

speak from 5esearch experiencea wheel , they offet

)

The of

*let 'as

two chaVtrs

The 'Book'
,, ,

,

. .

rieely survey the boolc's coverage, The 'first

lay =out a theory otf perceptual` learning and

! .

.4 6
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,

,
. .--- 1.7. ...% -

. . -.
.cognitive. developinent. The concepts of. -the theory ire./

. threaded thrDugh theremaindeeof the book. (To be-sure, -

a somewhat .different p*tion is, presented in the later '

'-, chapter on theoretical, models of skilled -reading.) Tht.
,- .._

next two chapter cover linguistic concepts and language

development. SAn effort ,is made to: rendtr.these,6Ompatible '.

With the theory of pefteptua learaip and relevant fo.
...

reading. .Chapters :on writing sys s and 'on word,
perception finish .the treatment, of the basis concepts

undeflying reading. , .
. ''s

.'

Part II of The psychology
tend

Readill..,cover&

-..

developmentaireadiniraThe authors'tend Co avoid the word

teaching', hut one finds syhonyms.such as trainina and ..
y

_.
developing skills. Over one hundred.pages are devoted to,.

.early readiag. The authors puzzle over the trouble sQ,me

i young children experience learning the written language in

contrast to the ease with which they learn, the spoken

version.,, They discuss the elemlts that. link the two ,

systems in tilt skilled reader. While teaching methods are

.not.discussed per-se, different approacheb r illustratebda illustrat
.. -_,

- through -'exemplary reading programs. .

'',...e.

r\, The next two
1.,.

chapters, "Transition to Skilled

1'Readng"
and "Learning from ,Reading," contain. topics

relevant to.older- children and mature readers:' qftding

an0 spelling, eye* Moveoents, Comprehension, and aking'

AskinferensDs.,0 The need for 'an adequate theory .,of

rIwcomprehension is discussed. " I . .,

. !..

Th'e .final chapter in this sectio*Bliodels of the

Reading Process," ist a, culmination, though ,part .,III -

follows. From the first, the authors ht've seressed the

importan.ce, of, their theory of Perceptual lear ing to

reading. One 'therefore ,expects is model to ' //further :,'

.elabOrate the theory. Instead, ,Gibsop and Levin claim '

li,.. that sinct,there is no single.readpig.Otocess, bUt many,
.

nkither can there'. be a singe model for ,reading. Instebd
.telby choose to elaborate, general principles. : First,

several information-processing modelS are presented and , ,

dismissed, Then case studies of mature readers are f
,

presented to justify the :contention that "there are as 4

many reading prOcesses, as there are people who rdact."

Finally, the authors list three major rinciples to sum up

' what has gone before. The' chapter and section eqd:

"Finally, we Conclude. Oat the readi g proces-4: is rule"

_governed and'incapable of adeq to dest iption in simple

- --terms". (12, 482)

5 t .
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Part III, "Questions -People As About Reading," is a

coileotidi-of-topt s that do hot f C elsewhere. Included

are discussions on dysnxia, d lect variations, crass- .

national comparisOnS, ispeed,rea ling, and how parents can

fedilitate progress `in reading.
. \,

The Tradition .

,

,

, ,\

.

.

''
.

. i"" :

It is inevitohle\that n.bson andLevin be compared

with. "tfleio, predecessars. . What -are the major trends in

cal,,
thear5r,research, and p\ractic&? ,Are'we' making progress?

.411111 Wrat are our needsaqgoals for the next decade or two?

.4
Reading Huey (1908) 'gives one respect for the early

impact pf scientific investigations on our knowlehe of

the teading,process,and for how much remained to be

learned.. Huey describes his work on visual coMoonents of

.skilled-reading and.links it 'to the clasd), studies of

. CattAl . (1,885) ,t Javal' (1879), and Erdtann _and Dodge ":

(1898), among tlers, This early 'work ho s up well

.
-against today's research7e:g.-, Rayner,::

ld

computer- assisted
4 '

1975). Reseaich is -,coveted in a readable narrative, and

'.the attempt to integrate whatO.s, known comes off. well.

Where empirical t evidence lail.S., 'reflection Aand

introspecoiori answer .the ;issues oC the ,day. Huey's

sensitivity' to tAa ipporyance Of the 41anguge base in

reading is remarkably apftoPriate today,- --
, -".

4. Alue 's pedagogy reflects ..the art of teaching at the ,

. torm b the gentury..ond appears qbaint _by ..present

standards; -nonetheless, much/ that he says. foreshadows

Chall'S (1967) -"Great Debate." He reflIcts on issues that,

plague us even toay.' He\ 'bemoans the inanity of the

'content of primary t'eaders: "It is a fat rat. Does the

oat see.the,rat?" Where is, ,unfortunately, a modern ring .

to his example. --
6

..
All in all, Huey remains worthwhile. 'readianirafter

.

neaskethree- 9uarters of a century, a bdok that servers

.
both' the researcher and the teacher -as ,a sbdrce of ,,

.--_

-information and a stimuli for thought. -

41n 1963 ';it was still ansibtr--frar a -review on

teaching reading' to begin, ."This, review: comtaits only

mi,nor references :10'theories 9f language.atid:,,Sd"chsuldies
.

in whioh hove pqssible

largely, unrealized-7fOr the use .' of. phonics and other

approaches in reading instruction ", (Russell & Fea, 196.3).
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,
,4nderson and Dearborn (052), writing at mid-centu;y,

#were afile to diat! On a ,much 1,arge.r data ,bay eit,han 'Huey.
Te.,,noi generation of reSegrchrs included li-loomfield, -
Bon ,tDavis, Durrell,. Gates; Cray,, Thorndike,- Tuaer, and
Ver n, ambhg . research was applied-- .

..,"in%eSt gation problems. by people from a
,,practical background. There. were the extensive. studies of

typograp,hy by tTinker and xhis 'colleagir (Tinker, 1946";

iihke; and RaCerson, 1428)., Anderson and Dearborn are
comfortable with iletails:! Uppitrcase print is . read more
slowly ''(10% to 15% -Slowerj. than reghlgr case. The
reader is remarkably ,adaptive to yariation in- type font,
type' size, . and line width, though exception's to t

-..generaliza!,16n exist: Old English and Gothic, type font'
are harder to scan; eight-point, and smaller ttype slow the
reader, as do line 'widths shorter' than two i thus dr
longer than six 'Inches. The loss in sped is 5%, r more
beyond these size and. width. liT'r#ts, Te recomm dations'4 1-

.Are accurate and empirical: "The or'inter may e ploy' 9, .

1-0, 11 or 12 point type, provided he employs an optimal
fine width and leading" Tipker, 1965, o. 141). Lind
widtb , for these type size 'range from .2-1/2 to 5

inches, and the leading (insArline spacing) should eange
from. 1/72 ,to 4/72 of -an inch. . .

Anderson and .9earb'orn emphasize concept's and
i44ortant in classroom instruction -- reading readinet
ifferences,..scope.," 'sequence, and method of instr, ction .
ut they .also discuss research on the rexpenimental
ychnlogy of reading--eye movements ,and word perception,
r ,instance. Their book is readable and well irttegratech

e authors synthdze research; emphasizing content
he,r soien t,if i. ,procedure. The methodology
tions present strengths and weaknesses of several
ching methods.. An. extensive chapter Zn measurement
ects the efforts of the time to deal with assessment
evaluation of reading.
'Would a purely applied. approach be proper: for, a.
n book on" the ,psycholpgy of reading? Here opinion
ifler. one finds relatiy,,ely 'little applied content
bson and Levin. Themen,fion Tinker's work in
g, wit + an imprecise summary.

another empirical tool useful. to publishers_
tors ,'receives' less t:han two.. pages., with no details ;
he meaning-and use of the technique. We would have
app-Ler to see more discussions of such practicAl

sues
, sex

A

. 7
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,
-.

contributio,ns,Eo our understanding of reacrint. ,

1
.

i
-.....,, ..

.
\,

1,
t "

.
l'Outpide".verkus. "Inside" Books op Reading

. There seem to lie two kinds Qf btok,s on the psychology
of reading: those Chat remain ou s,ide qre mind. and those e'

t May try to get inside. Anderkon ,and Dearborn (19
'Tinker (1965) , and Rokcfc. and Wilson (19"74) - are 'examples

. of the first type.' s. Tffey generally build their case- on

_treatment of problems where the s esearch is. applled °-descriptive -data'. i a legitimate and useful

rather' than theoretical* avid where trtfe need for pr4ctical
guidance is great. Huey 0081 and Sniith"*; (197)) are

.
examples of the second typg, and Gibson and( LeVin want to
be pa'rt of this group. Huey. diScusseso ,the 'thinking
process in reading (cf. . his. discussions of lettercues and .

-

syllable stress, pp. $7-98). Many of his concepts' are.

remarkably - current.: Short-,term auditd'ry merittry is ,a more
reliable repository for -kstoic 'information than the 'flash-

- in-the-pan iconic imagery of visual- memory. .He

. together conflicting,views, using available data 'to, guide _ .
the -discuSsion% For instance. . is visual informti,:on_

handled serially Or in- f)arallel? On -the , one- hand, .

Cattelles introspections convinced "him that the reading. df,, '
th.e' elements; of a word .were simultaneous. -Onthes other,
hand; ; worried' that attenttpn might "'be inaile,quate

, to detect serial' input. His introspections suggested that
thett.,, dominating, 'complex (.overall configuration)' was .
available immediately, bu't that" 'important literal details
entered, perception more slowly and ptrhaps successively --,
this inalysis is fairly consistent with recent findin,gs
(Huey, 1908, pp. 62-65; Fisher,- 1.9734 Rayrier, 1975).

For a dOightful example of how thi.s task can be
-ca rried out in high style. .5#0"1 The y'isi-ble _Fad, (Speyer, ' '
1969). An up-to-date and comprehensive treatment of "

'readability is provided by Gilailand, (1972) . -
-ts .

.

6 For a contempbrary tre.:_atment of word recognition 1

that is cogniti:iie in charigter;tee Neisser .(19(17) . This

is by no meang a book '60 reading, but NeigSePs discussion
of how the subject thinks in', order to transform the visual

. stimulus td a 'verbal sequence" (the tentative'
..

`pronunciatio makes interesting reading...,
-

..

. 8 0, .
;
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I'

- 0 ' .- ,-, :. ' i

4. Huey was acutely aware of the distihetlon ietweeh1 the , .

-4t.imi.ilus and perceptioq., an important awarenees, for those. '4

who i:wouldjourney insde the oind. ,Whatever. ,the Orodutts .

.
. of perceptiondistinctive 'features, stimulus elements,

. ..

: .. hierarchical structures, gestaltsthese are the work' of , .

a

nerCeption;l, the stimulus serves only _as' the' point of

depa?ture .for mental activity. Perception tells'
//
to be.

eridiCal, to yield a "the" reading of the environment in
tht sense that the individual's 4udgInents yield agreement:

with others. Perception also tends to,find meaning, to

. see cledents in the present situation that can .be related

'to previous experiences! But let Huey'speak:

...--\ 4 I, ' C
, .6

, ,. Perception i:iafWayS a .projection or

lo,caligation Outward of a consciousness
. .

,

which is aroused or suggested'. by the

. 'Stimu.ltitiong Eha(t -have come ivward;' but

whi.Ch is conditioned 'strongly, Also, frodi

. within: We have seen 'ho'w: whpn .some

!dominant 'parts of a word or sentence were

exposed without the'other parts, the'reader .4 ,

. Wouloi project the absent letters' upon the " ; .

pageandwoul4 "see" them as distinctly as .---*

whenAhey were actually betiore him. . . . In '

the case of PerceOlion ilt might be sa'id'that .

It

the mind furnishes the screen as Well. at

-must bg... remembered that' consciaueness.doeS

' not dwell in Ole- retina or in''' .retinal
a 0

images. (pp. 105-96J ..

1 . Gibson and Levin also aim to anelyze' reading as

thinkiog: They are les,s successful than_Tuey, partly

because their 4hebry fails them Their theory of

perceptual learning,. Says' less about the . process: of

perception than- aboutUe products of percepbion, the

emphasIs\ fallin_g
.

More ,upon the stimulus than upon what
- .

intervenes between stimulus and response. Consider the"
I .

key points in their theory as%presented in chapter 2:'
7 ''4'i8 i

1 '

I 1.. As. a * lt af percptual learping, '' 4 .

# ,

behavior f' apts to the needs. of 'the .'

person, and enVilionmentalcontingencies.

2. -Perceptual iaa.rding entails an active

.

.

' relation ' with the environment

(reasonable, since animals, .

,man, do move around a__Tot).

'including

.

. .

/

4) t

7 1.
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3.'x'Petceptuaf. lsahing invplves
, differentiation; - with exPeriense° and',

feedback', ,finer distivtiOns 'can .bs

made
4.' Perceptual learning in volves selection;

with eNperience certain dthinctions can
be ignored., '

:7 These are Sensible principles, ag'r:hgre even to a

betivioii;t when, ,translated into his .jargon. But the'

/
theory says too little .abouttthought processes':

.

How is ,

lt,learning established; how is attention directed; how;are .

/ '
cdtegsriep of kdowledge organized? \The. reader of 'the,

/
boolt., wit.h a "sak"to entet e6t cognitive domain, fdnds

f..

, him8ell wading troug,h detailed, empirical -statements, but
,.

not in the direct wgmatic style of Anderson and

Coo

Dearb'orn,'and -company. ,),Ore. is too much serectiv4y, anal
t oo litt1_4in.tegration,-

.

The Theory- '
. ",

,

1.
,

.

Gibson and Levin strike a responsive t-horcpip.us when /

they . state tTieir position with 'regard to

,eheoky:, !:,Theories are decessdry gt,qdes not. only to

° . research but also to fruiEful 'observation of,children who

are learning .(:) read. , . . theory;- based: obSvvhtions -'

xproyide the foundatjo ,foe orOering jhe, complex events
,that ,occUr in the classroom" (p. 5). They promise:

"Chapter 2 is a theory of perceptual learning dtiTda

'demonstr.ativn,.of itp releydnce for understanding the . .
.. -.

reading' process. Reading is a high«order perceptual

..- skIle And the principles describeein this chapter will:

' be utilized ,throughout the book': .(pp. 10-10: , -
.

,-2.

- ComprehensfVe'models of "readihilOGre2.predestine.41tO
. d .

a ,bad,end, in oucopini,o11,, because the range, of -phenomena '
is too, broad, too ...ill. dgfined, and too variegated.

SuCcess in...4her areas of psycb9loey, has come from the
,.\

, development tf limited
I
modelr.to, fit_ limited problems,'

t
:*

\ . ..

wnere certain boundary condition.s can be '''''satisfied. So.
A

2.

one can Agree with .Gibson and evih when, they -sa9*.rtio)
4
f

single' model. will describe tie readpg" process, because . r.

there-are `as .many readin1 p-(7)Cesaas as there are psyple

`Co
. -..... ,t

`'. who read, things Co -he .r.na41, and 'goals, ' go be Served" ' 4"
, i ....-2-.'

a
'

.
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(p. 44). UnderstarAlini leading is a grand challenge,

yet it is not to be 'met grancj theory (the appaient -

ineent of chapter 2), but' by formulating A *series, of
lkmited UndeKstandins.,- Their decision is ."not to design

'a model, but to see if we can complete our study, of `-

reading by summing what has , gone before in few
concentrated generalizattonsi, (p. 465).. Unfortunately;
these are . vagtie geneilizations, lc almost , platitudes,
useless to both researcner andpifictitioner.

.,
..,. .

. Elements- -of. the Theory of Percepkal Learnin,g. .,. _ . _

, . .. . . .

Let us turh now to the theoretical' content of"the.
t. bOok..and examine ins assumptions, itslpredictiOns, and is

..,, , implications'' for practice. The theory of perc,aptual
'.-, _leard_ing in chapter 2 is. presented as relevant? to reading,

and the acquisition of reading skill. The assumptions are
, .,

--,. organized according to (a) what is learned, (b.). show
learning takes. place, and,, (d): developmental trenits in

'3 learning. . . , . -*V
. _ ,.4... What is .1:earned? People learn to discriminate; to

.differentlate, to 4 organize the information that impinges
on their. senses cfrom the environment. : ..

,.... : . '.-` '" '
The people and. objects and symbols that
furnish the world differ from one another in
characteristic, ways that We must learn to

.. distinguish if we are tors perceive gland

ultimately behave adaprively. ".' . Things,
come in finite sets, and there are feature
contrasts' within Ore set that are: ,shared in
different, difgrees by the members Of the set.
We refer ' to ttiese as "distinctive-

...-features" which permit specification with.,
'respect. to a set, of alternatives. ,

specikicationl -is one aspect of meaning.
. : . distinctive ,features must 1e invariant
over a nurn6er of fransforraetions which ..are'N,r,

,irfelevant fo(differentiitin'g the objects,
, A...

.............J
1

, '
...,. ° I

Well., One can :almost agree with the statement.__.
-Hapefuily there are generalizations that hold reaso y

' well for cert'ain_tategories of people, reading ta and..... i. °gaals. ''
, i , ,

. .
...

i.,

-
.

.. ,

.
. ../

--.

.. ,''''--1:j
'

.
,e ,...

______ .-
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. .`

or symbols, such as speech. 4r writfle.

(1). 15)

In short, people do not respond to the environment as an

undifferentiated, .blooming. buzzing c'onfusioc-,-they'learn
td distinguish.the cues that'rlark the critical cifference

between one situation And nothe*. /dew psychologists,
. disagree with this position, yhether they refer' to ttiese

cues.as distinctive feaurs,.stimulus.elements, cues,. or

just" plain stimuli. :

A second product of perceptual learning is refA-red

to as ,invariants of events. We are uncertain about the

meaningmein'g of this concept:' It appears to treat.:the

difference between an object and an event. An object is

an entity of some sort, an event is something that happens

over time. Distinctive features sharacteriie an oblec,
and the invariants of an event!serve a.similar purpose for r
characterizing the event. But these invar.iants also play

a role, in. learning distinctive- features: "It Nseemi very

likely that a child's. attempts et raking letters himself--,,

-a highly observable and interesting event--;ccontryoutes'

greatly to his learning the critical features that

distinguish onelletter from another" (p: 21). c\
;, 'The third product of perceptual learning is the

higher -order vaIia6le, which i.nclude.s relations_ among_

-/distinctive featurei and/or : invariants of events.

"Relations can be thought of A'subordiate or embedded,
.

so there are two ways of.thinking about structure: the

whale formed by the relations of subordinate features, or

the gait in its relation,to the whole" (p. 21).
.41gi-11 is not altogether clear thlt the second and third

categories of learning products add much to the fir4rone.

The concipt of a distinctive feature is quite general and

appears,to subsuM%Lithe.other two classes. The latter are

described only 'Naguely. Examples 'of higher-order

,; variables are provided but do not help: "A man belongs to

a:gset of animate things" -(p. 21). Or ."Written

wordir.like spoken-ones, are,of course combined into still

I high-et-order ,structui'ls, like phrases and 'sentences and

.paragraphs. Higher-order structures, once detqctect by 44.e-

.learner,,provid'e him with larger units of information that'

he,may he, ahlerb process as wholes q.r. 'chunks', a very,

great cognitive economy" (p. 23). ',We have no quarrel with .

.the, general sense of this proposition--most present-day:

cognitivepsychologists surely accept _it. But is the
. 4.,e '

1-:
4
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'
theoretician to account fpr the principles and processes

,for organizing a paragraph ,in the same way that he

describes how a, word 1.s.,recagnized.a2d translated into
meaning? This gbems untikely.- Tne effort to stretch,one °

theoretical proposition over a broad range -4.f. phgnomgna

may account for the relatively shkirt snrift g/l.en in this

.book to areas like pdragraph comprehension, eitrlis topic is
mentioned, but only briefly. and with ho real atteniipn to
the substanfi.al advances.duri,pg thg past .qve to, ten !ears

in this country and 'Euro'pe (Norman & Rumelhart, 1975;
CntItherS, 105;-*Grimes, 1,975; Kintsch, 1974; Pet'dfi &

'Reiser, 1973) ,
.-

The next- theoretical question considered in chapter 2'

o
is: "How does leal-ning take place?" The first answer is

negative: -Perceptual learning does not occur as stimulus
'response associations. Just'which version of this old
straw horse is. being beaten is not obvious, but it does

appear that " stimulus response behaviorism" is one of the

"bad guys."
The second answer. is more explicit: Dist-inctive

fe&tUres are acquired by a process of abstraction:- How
this 'happens is not spelled out --the process is something

11.15e concept learning,' except that in the formei a

. perceived contrast rather-tnan an idea is abstracted.
Presumably some kind of feedback is,required, but that Is

not Mentioped It does,help if the contras., is emphasized

during training. The process also involves "learning to

ilnoce irrelevant informatibn" (p. 26). Unfortunately,
"results of the esearch at present are not -very
,consistentr, tending to 'vary with the task and the age

range considered" (p. 26).
-Perceptual learning, they go on to shy, does not

require externally applied .reinforcement, and indeed

\ cannot, depend on it "because an external'agent.cannot have
knowledge of the learner's knowledge until the learner is

ready to inform him of it- -and then he has learned"

<p. 33). -This is an unusual state..,of affairs indeed. For

all kinds of learning there is the problem of finding
performance measures that_adequateTy reflect the learner's
state of kncwiebge.,,:t4n perception, the jneasurement

problem is,a bit stickier than elsewhere. Psychologists
.usually see this difficulty_as one of the challenges of
-their pcience but not as an impenetrable barrier. For the

clasOoomr teacher to be told .that there is no satisfactory
way to monitor progress in learning is distressing indeed.

WO'



' One can agre ith Gibson and Levi that the student

is better direc when the. otivatio faze a task suits
: .

personal goals interests, rather 'han depending upon

an U F. II or a en. Yet there still is value /tn praise,

advantage it eedback, and guidar e in nodeling. The
0

researcher r teacher can arr9 e conditions to gain

62:ftative i atlIon about the d elopment' of knowledge,

and may w nave, the responibl ty for doing this. Many ,-
. ----,

students me td the pfimary claisrooti 'with only the, .

.,vaguest eas about rednag mhny,kenter.'later trades

- having ari bed faiilarej reading; The teacher 1..ito -.''

must d i4?;th-these student, senses a.41011(47 ring to such. .

- words / "There is a,nat,fal 'reyaid for reading: One .-,.

finds <something. Gatt tg wanted Information from the

- marks the page is an io ious motivation for learning to
V read,

, :
every effort 041.4'be made to encourage and

take' . dvantage of it" (ppY*-3b). Teachers aieweit
.

aAyisse td promote any r 'tural interest and enthusiasm for

readfn . and to rejoic when the etudebt possesses this

alt-tdt e-.; gilt they tfist also be prepared to beet th'e

_,needs of students who/enter with a quit/ different set;

dev4 pint motivation and positive expectation$ l'boutvs,

read'. g is d major to K for the teacher. ,'
' 0

e :lave drifted rout theory,.it may seem: and entered

the ealp of i)raoti e. But this is the 'path of .the

,chApt ,l awl.. it t es us °next to the 'matter of

devel mental trends Gibson and LeVIn stress greater

di nt,iation with =Teasing age, greater .attention to

wh t. s 1 relevant an' less to what is irrelevant, and

idprov d of in ,the coding and Organization of

inform tii n. ,These assumptions (actually. empirical
..,,,4

,-
generajz.ltionsi are, onsistent wit!, the .proposition that

the std ent learns as he grows olderr. . -I

'it ins, z.ard ,t0 s e predictions,springing from. Gibson`,

and Le in `s theory f perceptual lernin ..'aside from
4

those th t--are prtofd the geperalizattons t selveSt It

,'Is equal y hard to imagine. data that refute th.e.l.heOry.

Perhaps Such requests-.,demand too. much. Theory in = -

peycholo is often ' 'tieuris.tic intended -to organize
W.:,

- diverse facts and Ideas but not intended to predict,'in

. any strong .sense ',But it is also hard to see the

*heuristic value or" his theory. The major/generalizations

-,-, ,- arm; -sue broad .and 4iituse that few would disagree '.with

tiriem. They help. uA organize only well-known facts. The

same remarks .Itld foi'V'the characterjsation c skilled
..- ,'

4
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reading as gn adaptive proogss 4D-4 Arthough not
intended as a .theory cr a" model. even as a' set

principles, this"cnaracterization does. not come tip grips.

:with\ the research evidence: The 'reader attends

selectiiely to featUres in word perception; thp reader

engages active 'strategies according to hi.5 needs and
purposgs; tne reader seeks economy in.' attending and

organizing. Who would disagree? Butt now do we'apply
se principles' in a nontrivial way?

pc " "
t

The Potential for Theory in Reading

r
Whgt are -the pos ibilitres for theory and model+

.developmen in the field or reading? Perhaps Gibson and
%Levin have done.the best that is possible. We think not.

we must agree with Suppes (1974) that research on

reading (and on edification more generallyIlltnas failed to,

make reasonable use of the th otetleal tools presently at
our disposal. It is impos, le todomore than AiggeSt

some poisibillKies h he full development of- this

...point.would fill a 44.
We disttngufsh between 5ormal models' aga heutistic

.models--we hesitate to use "theory" because t,ho ,term

.implies for us a breadth of coverage that we cannot yet

aspire _to. Formal model's are built upon explicit and
precisely' stated assumptions and engage mechanisms for
generating predictions-of a nontrivial sort:'.These.modets
are best suited to situations of a circumscribed, weld-
bounded nature. A gOod example -of such a class of modelS

I;
are, those that derive from stieulu-sampling theory

, -
(Estes, 1959) for the learning of simple-Associations.

' Another example comes':frCm the memoty models that have

been applied witty success, to numerous phenomena in this 1,

area by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968), among others. Estes

(1972) has developed formal inathematical.modelP-Jor.wor
IdentificaCion; Bower's (1967) multicomponent model's for

memory and perception ace mejl suited- to testingthe .1fa

'-concept ofdisf4inctive features: These developments in

stochastic. moOerhave been well docur,1nted over the past
2 years (Luce, Bus, & CalanteF, "1963) .

A related class of models comes from the'general
additive model and the as: ciated analysis-of-variance and

- mul,t,iple-regret's ion techn'ques. Sternberg (1.969),

Anderso0 (1971), Coftus anc Suppes (1972),' and Calfee
,

A
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(1975d) have demonstrated the ffplicatiion)Of these simple

but powerfdl 'models to the theoretical. investigation of

cognitive processe's. ''for problems that are

overly, complex or too- poorly 'understood to 'handle

analytically, tat-;e 'computer is usef61 as 4 device for

exploring the consequence of'formal or .semiformal models 4"
(e.g., Chase,-197.3; Newell & Simon. 1972).

It is rather amazing that so little use has been made

of ,this rich array Hof.; Ghooretical _models. Studies

continue to repdrt averaWe learning curves,, total 'errors,'

or trials to criterion as primary data. Twenty years ago

it was shown that such analyses are totally worthless as

indicators of the learning pr.ocess, and alternative

methods .cd.analysfs were worked in detail (SulOes

,Ginsherg, 1963). .These,techniqueS are largely Modelfree

and apply readily to situatjohsfother than the stimulus

response association ''paradigm; from Which, they were w,

originall)%,derived (Suppes,'1966).: The' theoretical ideas

have been used to optimize the- learning process, with o1
substantial improvement AOlearning retie; one of the

appplicatfons hag been to inning reading' (At nson &

Ilaulspn,1972; Atkinsod, 1974 Gibson and Levin ake but

passing mention "(pp. 318-319) qf this developmen which

-has potential applicutibnto Itte classroom as well as to

lomputerassisted instruction (halfee, 1970) .'

.,Heutistic ,m8tels are ;designed to be taken less-.

setiouSly than formal models, 6ut they are useful

nonetheless.. The, models i ihepzek 12 fall within this

,category, 1tac1 uiorth's (197 model of 'skilled' reading./4

0 cftprehensiveand complex, it; makes iciod use of the

ideas available when reated; For.the teacher-or

V

ROBERT C. CALFEE.

I...researcher unfamili f wi contemporary notions of

InfOrmationproCessi g, SUih a'Sjtransfer and xec9ding of

information through.theilctioni"Of perception and memoty,

.the model presenls /11,ge -ideas in compact and

.informative 'manner!. Gluih ,'s.;t(1972)', modbl-- handles 7.eze

second Of Complex, :Cleve,44and provocativef it

leads stepbystep; thTough,t4 decodingAf ,qingle

in context, by a Skille4 qaAer.. Built iao_the model are

Gough generalizalkon0 4o0sv-ailable data - -for instance,

translation of aviOed.qpt#ils serial identificatioP,of_;.

some. jE -not ail, 1,ttees a wordy' One mar argue, as

,Gibson and LeviII.A6 .
fh4t.letters, arb read. Certainly' not.

ern- strictly se tali Lashzon, probtW npl always from 'left

tp right;-antl, osdibly not as. single units But as spelling
%

4a.
, ; e

16,

, . i 'ti . 4

.
.... z.,

.
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patterns: none of these.amendments, however, challengts

the overall structure of'Cough's model. The model does _

.noc give Complete uuderstending of the reading process--

for instance, it does not explain how the reader

compilehegds, a,paeagrap6. *lit that is not its ouroosez
f

A Gibson arAi Levin fault the model 'because, among ether

"tYlings, cannot handle the word superiority effvct (a

,,,single letter is identified more accurately-when it Is in

a word, than when itbis presented alone) which has now been

thoroughly. documented"" (p. 449). (The'word-superiority

_teflect was 'disdocumented" in 1973, as we will see in thd

newt settion.)
z, Whatever. the. merits-and Weaknesses of. -a particular'

heuristic model (we happen Co think that Goughs model is

'clever., though doable of neither proof nor ,disproof), it

-holds the field' until it-,_is replaced by better ones. A

'better,onen is-easy to spot ---kit is more' comprehensive,

more parsimonious, more precise, And more accurate in Its

predictions. :

Y
- .

Specific Analysis of Distinctive Features in Reading

..

A particularly rich application of ' heuristic models

J to the paderstandingof reading.is found in Smith (1970.:

Here is
.

a sample: . .

_
,

-. ,
. , , ,

What are: the features of words? They

I
'obviously must' include the features. of

.

I letters, because wordS are made up of s

letters. The arrays'of- marks on the printed

page that can be read as, words can atso bi'

distinguished'as sequdnces of letters:i The

'0Stinctiye features' of letters, those

t features tha,t',conStitute a significant

I

t

'difference between one , configivation and

1
another, must. therefore be istinctive

Vatures *of words. For example, whatevev,

paimIts the visual system' to _distinguish . .

betahen h ',and n must alsopermit it .to #4 '.
.

distinguish between -.hot and .not. And ..

precisely thh. same .mechanism that.

distinguishes 'between h and 9 will
.p

accompllAh the discrimination beti4een hot '

and not. '(pp.gt8-129)

119
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:

I.

A distinctive feat re . . .''is an :'element of

a stimulus'configur tion that Pdonstitutes a

1\\

"signi 'cant differ nce"2-that "enAles a' .;
4

perceive` .to , elim nate' some 'o? . the

altehiati e -categorl s. CO.- 'tAlich ' t6e,

configurat'ou might be 'allocated.- In the

case of le tern 'the n tuber , of arternatiye
.

categories i 26; in ttle caseof words, just

to have a igure,'let us 'say a skilldd

wader must ha e about 50,x00.
r'

,

.

.

\
. 4

, : .
,

How many featurf:\tests'. c uld be recu,i.red , (..

to cr minate suffica e t sitgdificane.

iiffe among visual.4.co figuratIong,to,

permit r alloca6ion to just one of .

. .

. .

50,000 tegv ies? Potma information'

"theo4etic 1 ca culatiovN show that),: . .

fifteen or sixt T3 bi6ary'je ture tests

would. be enough (2 = .32 = 64,536-)

pirticularly if the word\lengeW. coyld
taken into account for an' initial. exclusionF,

of unlikely alternatives.' -

Of courst, many more than 15' tests coutd

made on most words. If we'assume that there.

are ten distinctive - feature's for evert),

letter, and -five , constitute a

criterial set, a five - letter word such as

--horse wrld contain - 50 distirictive

features. . . .If 50 features are avaifable-

.in a five-lettef word and only 15 are

required for ies-identificatiod, there" is a

good deal of tedundavipresent., (p. 132)

seems plausible that the skilled reader uses

selected features of tie pyinted stivlgs to identify

letters,..Words, and perhpsphrases and sentences. Some

of these cues are PrObablyconfigurationel. But whatard

ehe cues? What is thellature"of the configurationg? How

does. the ieader '.shift from orm.type font, or case, to

another? How does. the 'process, ,depend on the reader's

purpose and strategy; on the nature of the material being

rear on the reader's experience and tra1.radg? 2.

the pas ages l'uoted and',the surrounding text,

oes not Otite prppose a formal model, but his ideas

4
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:onain .enough detai/ that 'one can generate.e

propositions fiom 'them. For ._.instance, Ta

,
illusti4tes a featur0\ahalvsis consistent with

model. 1 '

\
. t

Table 1-

0
Dist itictive Feature \ArialFsic of Words' 1,1-I'llea-ding

Consistent with Smith's\ Model (1971)
-

Word characteristics
tested

J, '..
--Atitcome

f4'.6 -
implication

. -
fan,B,t h t *..... ...

Short' (five qr rewer
letters)- vs, long

e

- -,,
..r. '

Short

Ar: , '

.. .
lore than alf
words in 14. bsIter's
are, ruled ut.

the

'First letter - .

Straight line's only
vs-. scm..e curves

.-. .

*Slanted vs. I -'only /. .
'

*SimPle (two lines or
less) or complex

.

..,. .
'. -

Straight
only

. ,

1 - o4 ly

' -
'., Complex

l'
.- I I.

-

"%,,

'A ' ,

o
AEF tilFll.nNvr WXY(.-."

1

1:FHILT "i. -

F.FH ,'--- -
. .

H . -.* .

_....
or

I I ,
. .

r ,
Last letter .

.
'`..

..
*Straight ).ifies only
VS. some cnryes .

'*E vs. others
_,

.,

,

St va ight,.

F.
,.., .

,-' .

{ A 'I,F 1111.1INTWXYZ

i-
.

I :

i

.

-SCP10J'etter..

*Vowel uiith straight
. or curved lines ,

. '.......,

t.

' Curved~
- ; j

- -

.1- . . ,--,- \

tt

1.1

Note_'. Where * appears.i'th que ,lion is Conditional'.
The next to last. question makes ienseo' n the assumption that
E isj the, most likely final let er, gtinsisting of straight_

.

2/ ,'

'oo

V

, .
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r.:After the lase.huestion, the wordpas the form HO#E,

where # marks zero, one, or two letters. Fewer than 10

w.Prds,in-the English language fit this, pattern, so three-

more, wellLchosen questions tospeciy -tfie_word.

We haveassumed nothing about the context; the knowledge

that the word is in 4cowhoy story makes certain words

more likely thah"others.
-Smith has tried to think through an admittedly

limited situation--identification of a single word with no

context. His reader' applies a series, oft independent

binary tests to the word, each test chosen eNa eliminate

half the remaining alternitives. With 15 tests ttle*rrader

can translate a \lexicon Of more, than 50:000 words,

We can generate hypotheses about the form of these

tests -- hypotheses capable of "experimental test. We can

ex plore ether facets of the model: Are the tests made
Seriallyor in, parallel? What if/the tests are net full

independent? . (Bower's 1967 multicomponent model explores

this question.) How o context allow more effiCdent

. selection ,of_ criterial feat es? 1

Understanding the - reading p,roCess".requires the

fulfescuse 64 our analytic skills as psychologists: -The

task calls fOr precision in formulating the' operation of

pe/kihderlying cognitive,processet. Estes' (-1975) paper

k,providesa good example of the level of det it needed. He '

was interestedin a- fairly, welldefined .q.ue tion: Why is

a letter easier to identify when it iA',..",gm ded, in a

. meaningful word? In his analysis he carefully teased

,apart .the several proceSSesLe-petception,1,,,e..memory, and

deciston,mkiqg--and elcamined their contrib-Utions, t word
4 .

A,. and letter identification.-
Gibson and Levin review the research on this question .

. (PP.-209ff.) but-leave the issues unresblved (p. 211). A

ke5, .findinpkturns. up- almost three hundred pages 1A'ter

(p. 479); Thompson andllassito (1973) show that the "word
Operiorite effect disappea'rs when the subject sees the'`

littter alternatives before presentation of the word--with .

pre cusXng, isolated letters ate more easily identitied-

than.,:leteers in word's. Bjork,aecl -4tes (1973) report A

similar esult, deAstrating that ".the worduperiority,
4

affect' does,nott hold generally.

But back to -Estes's theoretAcal analysis: What leads

'to'to the wordsupetiority effect when it occurs? How does

, -the .wotd- facIlitate letter. identification. -when

alternatvec are not &nown in, advbnce?' Several

d

'
4,4
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....,possibilitieswere ruled ohs -by earlier research. It was

not pronounceability; nor_wes it sequential redundancy.
It :might be what Smith and Haviland , (1972)- cakled

"unitization," by which they mean that the perc pt al

chunk for is larger than for nonwords--b t tfis
gives nounderstanding of the mechAnism.

By hypothcsiztng specific features, Este came

with an answer--the letter-position cue. Whin

laboratory subject sees a lord, briefly flashed d,fuzzy,

he is unceetain about the location of let4r..., tures.: He

saw a curved line,.but2was it in the second or third
'position of a eour-letter word? With a real word, the
sequer4ialidepen4enedesiA the letters help the subject .at
the time of testing": to. reconstruct the location' of the

nonthrget.letter alternatives. Suppose'th'esubject saw a

curved segment somewhere in the middle of the word which 4

he' knows contained the _letters 15, A and T. The 'test

allornatives are - and --N-. 'Knowing that the stimulus
was a.real word solVes the reader's problem. .If P were in
the second position, then he might have seen APST or-APNT.
The curve might" have been ftpm the P. But neither of ,,

, these are, real words,. PAST and PANT are. If -he .sal./ a

curve in the middle, S must be the third lettertbecatise
the.only other letter with a curve (P) .must be in the

first position. .With a- nonword,* he lacks, this did.

Features from 'various letters tend to flodt from one:
position to another, leading to errors. Estes, by

specifying televant categories_Ad features,, advanced our
understanding , of this koblem. ...Abe word-superiority
effsect'seemed a "magical" happening in word i)erceptiOn--its

now appears that perception of isaleted words is based

largely on ..identification of letters supported b.), the

''subject's. knowledge of- sequential dependencies between

letters in English.
To be sure, missing from -Estes's account (as from

most theoretical and empi 'rical accounts of 'word

identification) .1,t any reference to' the individual

differences due to training, expectatfbn, or preference.
Students read diffe*Mtly depending on how they are

taughton this point common sense is sup .orttd by data .

", (Bari-, 1974).,: Moreover, word's are differdlit in ways that
influente perception iClark,'19.73)., 'These differences are

Allenerally treated $y:t4:0e psychologist as "noise," and'

.irritating as well.r These variations have seldom been
711 ,

de4uately well controlled pr experiments, on wdrd

;t

' - 11r.
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perception. Perhaps for this reason the literatUre on

word,recognitiop yields few ,i-ostworthv generalizations--

,the investigator. can obtrin anysresults .he desires by

.proper selection se.4f, subjects and words. Uhiilthetliy

guides ua to more adequate characterization of subjects

and of linguistic.' materials, research will°be plagued by

'unreplicable and inconsistene results. It is too. biga
charge to ask that Gibson and Levin should have solved

this problem, ,but one. could hope that they should have

addresged it more forcefully...

The* Research

,

Criteria eoi a Review of the Igixerhture

What does one eApecti.vdm areviewiof the, liter ature,

like The Psycholog OT"--Teadina? First, one expects the

review to 'bring into bo0 relief the pertinent questions

beforegithe field. Secrd, one expects, a cqmprehensive

it accounting of the avail'Ablep. researchtheopy, empirical

_studies, and. Snterpretation.' In the 'psychology of

reading, empirical Investigations pre.dominat. jor these,

one expects a description of important procedural and .

methodOldgical paradigms, with' enough detail so that the'

nonspecialist can understand a typical experiment There

should be a critique of S'tgnificant studies,: Which Ones

are exemplary, and why? What is wrong with these.thae are

less adequate? Ohat kind of data 'do.- typical

investigations yield? What call be gleatheti _from the

collective studies, taking atTrFod and bad into acoOunt?

.1" -Finally, for each ma6.t." question' one expects tn'-4*-*

integr;ti.ve summary: What is the curpent status of

- problem?. How can available'knowledge' on the problem be

put into usp? What' needs° U) be done in the wdy of f
research and theory?

. It is a bigorder, perhaps, but a'red,sonable one.

The researcher can'find in variouS'compilaicins (the ERIC /

Afystem, summaries in the Readies Research Quarterly" and ,411°

so on) an abundance, of'papers on -readAg research, but

what is needed is dvaluhtion:. setting criteria foe
sorting and'identifying"Warthwhile research and tying the

,fac,ts tqgether. Any such e ?'fort is a risk,, for todayts
/

,standards. may chalige 6), tomorrow, and the'tie that binds

for the present mom, may later prove a snarled khot.

22
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.......But the reviewer takes this ris; othetwise he serves only
as a compiler. 4.

How well do Gibson and Levin meet this
challenge? They do raise .many provocative questions.

are the most sefli.----Whether these- l. -and relevant will be
discussed as we ;;o along.. T1 - authors dd seem often .to
present i broad, "vague propOs it iT.)-ns that require more
analysis., 0

' I
® Their coVerage of the 1-i-teratui-e is extensive, but
its comprehensiveness etnd represeiatativeaess ci'n. be

. qu'estioned. The emphasiS is on retenCstudies. Of the,
approximate* 850 references 'rn Gibson and Levin, somewhat

-. more than a third are- from 1970 'to 143, about, 41g are
from 1960 to 1969; and- the remaining 25% are prior,. to
196b. 'Many, references are 'from nonarchival sources' (about

`15,%), so the rest* who"wg'shes :to check an original,wi1,1
frequently have trouble fipding it. Work from the Corneal
laboratories i's disproportionately represented; more than

:-' 7% of the references are' from Gibson-, Levin, or/their 9.

students:.. This petcentage- undoubtedly' reflects the
activity of, the Cor4k1.1 grvup, but..lt also' appears that,

.
some grouPs-are not 'so well represented.

i ..-The discussion of
14
rsaradigms is spotty. A paiadigm,is-

I
a mod'el 'or 'pattern, and .a research paredigm, is a.fipattern"
.;or carrying out iin! invest{ -gktion of a class ,of problems.
Somt research tasks are discussed in concrete detail,
others are left une)Cp,lajned, without any obvious rationale
for"one or the other cnurse°.- .There is little effors at
critique :_or evaluation of paradigms. Important

,distinctions--are brifre7".7-For instance, in- research on ..
,,. perception and memory, the subject faces very different `

cognit ive -demands in a word except ion task
11(e . g . , 191 f f . when. he---is -,;sked t recognize . the

correct answer"' -from a. set of dlternativ s than when he
is z.sked"to .teproduce the /answer on his own. This is..

'' . comparable to the difference betweer' a ltiple-choice
test' and an essay exa ination. These t o tasks yield
meaeures performanoe that are corsrelat d from student .o.
to student, but there is 'now substantial evidence

Aft._

(Kintsch, 1970, chap. 5) that different cOgnitive
processes are called into 'play by these two .testing s

- . procedures. Unfortunately, pne can read the series of`
... studies on the effe.ci of meaning in Ward perception.

(chapter 7), unaware that the task is changifig.markediy
. from study to study.

. .
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authors' selectlon of studies for emphasis, seems

ratic:' A,study is 'introduced to make a point

than because its content or quality merits special

ion,, or because its control and coverage juAtify
.-

g conclusions. The criteria for accepting. or,

cting .tbe.conclusions of empirical ,studies are not

fr; a given standards is-applied 4i some cases and not

others. As an example, a study. b -y Rubenstein, Lewi's,

nd Rubenstein (1971).1s.dismIs'sed. (p. 206) by 'il footnote.

mentioriing H. .Clark's '(1973) language-as-a-,.fixed-effect

.fallacy. Clark's point' is that the: investigator in ,

, language research should mehsure:the efifectS. of-variation

in the materials other than thoswf special interest tot .

him. The investigator should not propose a hypothesis an'cy

then pick out a 'set of materials. that promote the

hypothesig; he shotad provide evidence -that the hypothesis
yr

holds for a reasonable.r,ange.of materials. VThis standard

is one,with which we ate in complete ageeement (Cronbach,

t Glaser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, 1972, ,discus the gg

problem more fully). Clark, uses the Rd:pen tein 'study giAl--'

as example; whith is fafr enough, but if Gibson .And Levin.'

wish to apply this% standard torene-study, then it should

be applied to, all. .II-they 'were to do so, they, would'1,:e'.

reject many studies fnaddition toRuben'gtein's. In fact, -

the merit of Rubenstein's research was that it was

sufficiently ' well controlled to allow: al _test .of

generali4aW.ity and, hence,:ts probably ':.more trustworthy_ .

than most. This entire issue is- likely to bewmissed by

most readers cause the distUssion is.sO limited.. .

CCNore eneially Gibson and Levin- vary /is'to-the
detail reported on.aiivon topic. ,Data ,are compara=tively

- rare in this bolik.., There is a tendency td' report "more
andi,ness" when numbers would do a better job in ,t e samee%

4

Space. Significance tests are 'used` unt of-

variance or aceual'magnitude; if efSeCt.wo dgive a more ''
,g

complete picture. - -

Finally, the reader- -who hoes far inIegrition Qin e

left unsatisfied. This is the m st difficult ,,task, 'and

given the present state of affei s in theory,, i)erhaps one

,,
should not expedt much... But in to many inAtancg,INpers

bearing on a 'common.theMe r scattered throughqut tlif

book,. and conclusions ing t.xpm the-,4**ta.

For integraion., ibso ceei.1.1),r,esoft"eb)a of N
Aristote1 lian noRinalism qt. stancp, one may ot may'not

.

agree- with bhem.a.s. to .th *utility gie.the concept of 4.
.

--.-
:,

. ... .. ,,,,it
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distinctive ,featurep: applicability to certain

litlited questions is well established, but at present the

concept is too ambiguous to Serve or explanationavehd

integration., Thus,- the following.integrativi summary of
word4reaognition research leaves us.with an empty feeling,
with a need to .go, back throw ttie chapter, and try

. '....

ourselves to put.the-research. together.in a way that has

moredpeaning and coherence. ...
. .

0
. 0

A fiord was detained 'as- a "composite of

. features, classified, as graphic,

. 'orthographic,' phonological, semantic, and

syntactic.' Anbthei feature of 'a W d which

may be considered as having:,''an jective

aspect. (but also a subjective one is itp

frequency.of occurrence: in the language

(paralleled, to some extent at leas , by, its '

familiarity to the reader).: There are algo

slkjeetive variables, , internal and ....,

individual rather than, belonging, to the. :,..,,

word, that affect how easily --:.word,'or what

word is perceives. : 1

Any or all of teSe variables might affect a
word's recognizability. Evidence for the

effectiveness or.noneffectivenes of all of

them was considered. 'Features of a.word may

be given different priorities_ depending on

the task ..or-on e subject's. expectations.
Indeed the subjective variables interact

with those in the word by.setting...priorities

for extraction of information, 'and often

load to errors because ostler informational'

features go unexplained. (p. 22'3)

0

What, we 13.a0t+ Here --is a list of names, recapitulating

the key points of,the earlier discussion,'but without the

strqgtural ties that °lend meaning to the terms.

*

The Cromer Incident
,

.

i .. ..

One expects from a -reviewer_ a careful and critical

.. analysis of individual-re U-arch 'studies. This builds a

- firm foundation .0thers who read the review and shape

'
..

259
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their thoughts from it are twice removed from the data--

Vie reviewer has to be able to trust the original author's

report,_ and the reader has to be able to trust the

reviewer's exam,:nation and evaluation.

Bow well do Gibson and Levin carry out' this task?

Our impression is that -thg.ir examination -is oltri too

cursory. Ohe illustration 'will'he presented, chosen not

entirely at random, but neither as a special case. If

this instance is in any.way typical. as we fear it may be,,

then, one should be cautious in,accepting the empirical

generalizations in this book.

Formany years I Nalfee) have heard 'about students

whose decoding skills are well developed bUt who have

trouble understanding' what they read. Indeed, the claim

has been made that the decoding "problem" has been solved

and that the'major .task left to reading instruction in

American schoo,ls is teaching comprehension skills. Some

students may fit the pattern described, but I have yet, to

encounter a student where the evidence' was peitsuasiye that

'he, could decode .fluently but not comprehena. I'have

sought students both in th4s country and tn others

where the lettersound ,Patterns were more regular than

English. In my experience, the student who has diffloaty
*understanding what he "reads" also has trouble translating

froM print to the spoken language. Decoding skills ace

often ,manifestly weak, or the student lacks pastery.

Given enough time", the student may be able to sound out a '

.single word. But,given the more demanding task of reading

connected te)it, he resorts to guessing from' minimal cues

such as the ,initial lettet, context, or the like. This is' =-

my experience, as I say. But many people of knowledge and

judgment have told-me that the ,syndrome,. exists. So it is-'

with more than Passing. interest that I read in Gibson and
,..

Levin:, ,

"Othee'studies attest to the fact that there

are pLor readers._ who are perfectly good

_"decoders.." They hive learned , the

mechanical aspects of the task but 'are.

apparently processing the text word by wed,
not using contextual semantic relations and'

syntactic information'. Cromer (197e
identifies,one form of reading difficulty as

.

failure to organize input of reading
. __. ..:-

' 0 , material into meaningful- units. He

26
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separated . -group of poor readers in a

junior college-Wo a "difference" group and
a "cieficit" group. (One might ask whether
thiS 'problem is best investigated win
college students as, subjects.) The

difference group had adequate intelligence

and language and vocabulSry skills but hack,

ttifficulty comprehending, presumably because

they were reading word by word rather than

1=-taking in phrases. and larger units. The °

deficit group was -poor, in. comprehension

because of a specific deficiency in

ibEAulary. Cromer conducted an experiment .

with three groups of subjects, a difference
aAdeficit group, and i group of good

-ffeaders. A set of stories, each vith.a
dialiplechoice comprehension test, was

haseg and presented in four differTnt
. .

1. Regular,sentences - The cow jumped over the moon

Z. \!iriglewords

3. Phrases

The

cow
jumped
over
the

moon

The cow jumped over the moon

4. Fragmented groupings The cow jumped over the moon

_

It was reasoned that phrase groupings would

facilitate, comprehension for the poor

readers in the difference group but not T9r

the popr readets in the deficit group or for
the good readers0who presumably Weedy
organized- the text . in meaninAful units).

When the material was presented word by

word, the deficit poor readere and the good

readers were expected to comprehend less

well, while the difference group Vas not

gxpected to be affected, since they were

assumed to read this way already., (pp. 382

.47' :SO ;tK'
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The study turned-out as expected:

' .

When the number of 'questions answered

correctly was compared for the four modes of

ptesentation and the three grows of

subjects, the-poor readers overall answered

fewer questions correctly than did the good

readers: But the difference group of poor

readers comprehended better on the phrase

mode than they did on the other three modes,
performing just as well as the good readers

on that mode (good readers were best and

equally-good on sentences and phrases). The

deficit liOor readers, relative to their own

low performance on regular sentence

presentation, answered the most questions

correctly on the single-Word mode and were

not helped by phrasing. Thus the difference

poor readers, who were hypothesized.- to read

poorly simplybecause they did not organize.

what they read, for comprehension, were

helped by presentation with meaningful

grouping. Their performance was -similar

with rdgular sentence presentation%pd
single --,word presentation, lending creaWfrira

to the notion that they typidally, read word

by word.

It-should be noted that .t ese: three groupa

of subjects did not differ on simple word
. -

identification (reading aloud the words in

the single word presentation:111-ey:all had
adequate. word-naming skills. ,,-However, the

deficit 'group took obnsiderahly longer to

read the material aloud. This faC suggests

that they ;were not only having trouble' t

the comprehension- level but had not-learned

to use all theintraword 'redundancy,either.
This,lack would contributeto a '-failure

adequately with units organized -by _

meaning-I''simply by slowing them down. While

intraWord conditional redundancies must be

mastered for skilled reading, this study

_implies that teaching solely by single-word"
--(

identification could be dangerous" and lead

a,
28
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to habits of reading word by word rather
than by phrases and units grouped by meaning
and linguistic structure. The multilevel
approach again seemg justified. "(p. 384).

,

This extensive quotation is*Aaced hire because the
study .is often referenced, is complex, bears careful ,

.examination,'is noteworthy for its implications, and, as
yo4 'can see, because Gibson and Levin allotate a

. .

subitantial amount.of space to it. From interest mbre-
than_skepticism, we decided tQ examine the Cromer paper
ourselves. Here are the results.

First we need to examine the selection of four groups
.o of:readers, because this is central to the study. Scones"

yere avallabld on the Vocabulary and Comprehension,
-

subtests of The Cooperative English Test of Reading
Comprehension (ETS, 1960)11one would expect these two
subtests to be closely correlated. If so, the situation
priof to selection should be something like that' shoWn at

Step 1 in Figure-I. The §olid regression linerepreeents,
the predicted relation between.,the two subtest scores..

The population of- colleges students is divided into poor

readeri and goad readers .by drawing a aineatthe 25th
percentile on the :Comprehension axis. Next, poor readers
are divided into those whose vocabulary scores are

--

also.
*low-"and those with relatively high vocabulary scores (Step
2). The, first group, the.,X4icit" students, refleCtsa

- typical, if regrettable, state of affairs; they dOrpoorly---°-

in both comprehension An4 vocabulary. The second groupds
-labeled,fhe "Differences' group., Such students are fairly. _
-hard to 'find, given the clbse- relation between
comprehension_ and vocabulary. Because they are not

tyPical, one expects their.scoreS to show the "regression
to the mean" effect; if. they are retested, either their,

__:,comprehension_scorle W111 improve, their vocabulary score*-
will decline,, of.lioth. The new scores:will be closer to
the, regression: line. These students may really_

' "different," but there is also a good chance that the

inyestigitor is capitalizing on uniisUally wide.,sWings in
the error of measurement.

8
The. Vocabulary Subeest- is A four-alternative .

multiple-choice test, in which a .key word has to be--

matched' with a synonym among the aiternaEives. This is
not really a test of decoding skills..

29,
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75%
.......-

Jt,) b SC.1t,t_ as ,00r rea&r,

tnow trtv 1,w,r o- on- y

Comprehension

1 A

Comprehension

0

'Stem 2: Divide (he noon readers

into mote witnipoor vocabulary
sort (De:1,it Croon) and those
with'relativlv high vocabulary
scores (Differenve Cr.oup).

4:7 V

4

Step 3: Stlerc 16 subjects from

yDeficit and 16 fro, ood readers

as Deficit-Controls Select 16

subjects from Dfff ense and, find

16 good readers with same vocab-
plar,y score as Difference-Cbntrols. -

Comprehension

Figure 1 - Diagram shoving 4.en5 in subjeSt Selection for '

Cramer (1970) study .,;;
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After the two groups of poor readers- were selected,
each :was 'matched ffor control comparisons with a good

reader as shown in step 3 of the figure. Each Deficit

reader was matched, to a good reider with a higher

, (generally a much higher) vocabulary score. This was
easy. to'do. Each Difference reader wao matched to a good

_reader with. the same,vocabularY score. This is hard to

, do. There,were not many Difference readers to begi with,
and there were relatiVely fein good readers with low

t .

_vocabulary scores.' tlatched pairs can be found, given a

large enough pdpulation for selectionand ttey were

found. The relevant stattstics are.shown in Table 2.

The data permit varibus comparisons, but interpretation is
4 clouded by the fact that the Difference and Difference-

control group's were,not selected in truly random Paghion.

One wonders what their performance would on a retest.

In fact, their reading comprehension was retested as part

of th.e experimentallsask.
. T;

b le2

Stati'sticS (tom Original Study itiv Cromer (1970):

Defic:itand Dif4frenee Catep,ories

Tr,

Croup IC)

DAf ic it

a (Poor comprehension)

iDef ici t ro

(Good c&ii)rehension)

110'1(104-121)

111 (100-121)

454 (144-162)

166 (157 -174)

Comprehension

H

148 (142-151)

165 (160-179)

Difference
(Poor, tomprehedsion)

Difference-,control
(Goo-Lconprehension)

111 (102,7-130 159 151-1.66) 146 (136 ..04)

lii (IOZ -127) 159 (153-164) 164 (1160-172) 1

&rho aslerape And the range in parentheses.
'

9
The 'subjects were also matched in IQ, with effects

on the randomization that are hard to determine, since to

information is available on the correlation between the

various measures.
r '
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Let us, suppose, for 'sake of argument, that the

, selection process was biased, and that no real difference'

existed between the Difference and Difference-Control

students; we have 16 pairs of students, and within each"

pair one student -.is arbitrarily labeled 'good" and the

other "bad. " These two students are on opposite sides of

the regression.line, and at some distance (Figure 1, Step,

3). The expectation is that on a retest their scores will

snap back toward that line, the implication being that in

about hair of the 16 pairs the good reader will do more

poorly on, comprehension than his partner. We quote from/

Cromer:-
*

Afier,the experiment had been, completed and

the data analyzed, all subject pairs were

compared on their [post-testl-cOmprehension\

scores on the- regular sentence condition.

It was then discovergd that six of die

Difference pairs and one of the Deficit .

pairs were reversed, that is, the good

reader had a lowerscore oa the r_egular

sentence condition than did his miatched pair

who had been defined as, a poor reader. It

was decided to reanalyze the data by,

switching these (reversed) .subject pairs sb

that the effect Qf these 'subjects on the

results could .he assessed. '(p. .413)

4

romer's "switchers" suggest the following

interpretntiori of the.selection process: The Deficit and

-.- Deficit-controls, are poor and good readers,. respectively.

The Difference and Difference - controls are two groups of

moderately poor readers,- not different from ong dnother.

In any eveq, thtsinterpretation' did di:it occur v

Cromer, (nor apparentlf 0:5 Gibson and Levin). Let us see

what-happened next. ,The study was analyied as two groups

(Deficit and Difference) bf 167pairs of studencs---a good

and a 'poor reader-in,each pair.. The various measures were

all oonverted to standard score form, Which, makes it

.impossible to determine actual performance levels since

means and standard deviations, are not °reported. The

number of correct answers on a,comprehension test after

silant reading was the first measure discussed. These

data show convincingly, if unsurprisingly, that good

readers do, thetter than pont.' readers.'. This result is

32 ,
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almost entirel e to the different performances of the .

. .

Deficit and b it-controls, whose standard scores are

-.48 and t.42, respectively; The Difference and
..,.

Difference-con i'.On perform abouty equally (scores o'f'-'.11

and 1-.05), as .predicted if the selection' process operated

in the manner described earlier.
Cromer 'reanalyzed 'the. results p iing .the revised

pairingS,.thereby capitalizing on a different distribution

.- of=chande errors of meepureent than those used in the

original. selection. He found a significant_ evels,by-
fgroups-bY.-modejnferaction-ip this new analysis; which he.,

- proceeded to'discuss in ,some detail (Table 3). His main

point was that the unusually high performanc of the

-.,.
Difference subjects ,in reading phrases proved his thesis

p,_
-.._.

that'l they were in fact "different.." Perhas, bbt.the
.

careful reader has to find .and Correct at Ltumbev'of-

X-
mietakes in the paper befve being assur that any

'"conclusion'is Safe (see notes in Table 33 ).-. But is -die- -"

interaction really significant? In a-repeated-measures
an4ysis_of variarwe,- certain precautions must.4gttaken.

,-
Whet ,the same 'subjactis tested repeatedly', successive

-observatiOnSs tend to 'be correlated.' This cap affect the
ditributTiOn*of the F-ratio,so that the,effe4Cs seem to be
more "statistically significant" than they really ate. An -

adjustmeat known As the Geisser-Greenhouse 'correction is
_- usually 'recOmmend:ed (Winer

,
_1971, . p. 523).' If the '

.

C.,correctign IS , applied. in this study, the three -way

interaction is not significant at ttlp conventional (:05)

level. This suggests that the pattern in Table.3 its not -

4,

..altogether Itust:Worthy in its detail and merits cautious-

discusldri at best. A conservative investigator wound

-_-.i4teplitq:te:the study. ; 6.
Now, back-to the'question posed originally - -are there

some _students who an 'decode fluentry_ but cannot -

understand what they 'read? Crqmer asked Ris students to

teed aloud and recorded both time and accuracy measures.

Overall,,poor readers made more oral reading errors than

did good readers--the Deficit and the Difference groups

performed about the same. When the passages were arranged

as a .h_orizonal list of single word's, :all groups did

.equally. well (everyone did, pretty _well in correctly

decoding .single words)', but- -and here'S. _the c4tch--"poor

.readers as agroup took more time to dq.the oral reading

task_ _than di ae-the- good /readers,. and this effect

was evident . ,each- . of' the foui reading
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4 , , Table 3 %,-:).,

'... Standardized Cdmprehellsion/Correct Scores

for i.evels-by-Groups-by-Mcde interaction,
Cromer Study 09703

lOde

Levels an$1, aoups Words Fragments Phrases 'Sentences Average

De

(Pc

.1>cit

r comprehension) '.-.0.4 -.35 -.57 -.75

\,.. "-ii

.62a .4? .33
Deficit-cont-ro1

(Good comprehension)

Dif.Terence
(poor' comprehension)

Differ nee. - control

(Good comprehension)'

-.59 -.44 - .48 ,

r.09 .00 .36 .71
b

I .

.49

-.31

.25

aThis value is incorrectly plotted as .72 in Cromer's Figure 1.

bThis value is incorreictly. reported as ,.7I in the text of Cromer's

paper.

conditions *. . single words took the most time (for all

groups)" (p, 479). These results apply for the' groups as

originally constituted. When the subjects' were
reclassified, the Defitit readers took longer to read the

single words than th'e other three groups, whose

performance isdetctlibed'is comparable; no'actualdata are
reported. Mastery of decoding skills require 'both speed

and accuracy, which is why, the time.score,re'relevant.
't What can be sdfely 'concluded from this study?

Neither grouping of 4'e Difference subjects seems

trustworthy toAls; it is especially distreSs'ing that one
P
ogrouping supports one position,(the Difference grouplacks
adekuat,e decoding skills) and the other grouping the

oppbsite position (the Difference group has, adequate

decoding..skills). Hence_ our reluctance to accept Gibson

and ,Levin's conclusion quoted earlier that, "-Feching
y.by,single word identification could :be dangerous

Statement may ox may not be true; ,it certainly does

mot folloW from thid sktudy. -
'

3436
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Cognition, Lanuage and Reading

Gibson an4.Levin allocate a substantial nmount.of

space to a discussion of current psychological research on

thinking and language, and the relation of these topics to,-

reading. In the section that follows, we will examine

' these matters.

awg

Thinking ald-Reading.
<

Chapter 3 deals with thinkingin relation to reading,
with emphasis on the development of thinking skills. The

thesis of this chapter is that reading is first and

-foremost a cognitive task, 111 'so understanding of the

techntgues for the study of thinking should transfer

readily 4, understanding of r'ea'ding. Gihson and Levin

select five cognitive task foF examination:

Focysing attention in a simple decision;

f, Efficiency of search,

.=* . .

Discovery arid .uge.- of natural structure,
-.

1 , ,
.,

,

Probl -solving with verbal material, and
S

Development of strategids for remembering.

'
.

A section is devoted to each of the five tasks. There is

h puestion or introdtction to the problem, one or two

. research studies:and then4a summary of the implications

''. for _reading. .:-

If the purpose,of this'chapter is to lead the reader

to think aboUt cognitive processes in reading, success is

' .., limited. The selection of studies seems arbitrary, their

'relation to reading tangential, and the generalizations so '

broad as to be of limited applicability. For instance,

after - discussing Judy on anagram' saving-, the

conclusion is that "the long process. of becoming literate

involves problem-solving strateglts at variousleveli-ehat

do n -.ccime,all at opce. Perhaps they can be fostered by

li`proV ing the relevant information a't the right time"

(p. .57). Surely coghitive psychologists hive knowledge of

\_..g.Leater.value to Share with teachers; for instance, -the
.--

. .

,...-\..,/

4
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research, pf the past decade on the ,development ,et* memory

has considerable applicability to the teaching of reading

(Calfee, 1975c).f - 1

Also in chapter 3, Gibson and Levinoresent a x.11-
writaten section on conditions that promote transfer. The

teacher should stress transferable train the

student to look for transfer, and provide sufficient
variabitlityddring training for motivation and

opportunity for, transfer. The research Sy Levin, and his

colleagues on training for diversity is especiIlly

pertinent to this 'issue. For som6 reason there is no

reference to this research in the later chapter on

hegiiling to read..-n6lso missing is- any note of the
studies by Williams and Ackerman (1973) .that-

support Levia's findings and have the advanEage of being
- in the archival literature.

1,:ng ua,e and Langy'age Development

Chapter 4, "Linguistic Concerets Neoessary to Study

Reading,4' is brief and off the.maek. Gibspn and Levin.

emphasize the topics of phrae structure arid- .'

transforMAtionaJ grammar anti give relatively less

attention to phonplogy and semantics. Using the criterion
of 'relevance to reading," these priorities might have

-
been reversed. .

,

In phonology, the, close link between articulation and

production riot only provides an .easy route for

under-standing phonetics and speech variations, but also

provides the problem reader with an awareness Of

phonologlcal concepts (Lindamood & Lindamood, 1969)-.- The

definition ofs/llable is another pertinent problem fTom'

-linguistics and psychology which bdars on reading.

/I

,Treatments of this topic .ar few 118 generally-misguided,

as Wardhaugh (1969) notes p- 90). (A usef41 account is

Shily, 1973; -also iniltudd 11, 1974.) The will oril7itocalic

center grqups is%:much too quickly disMisSed (p. 91)%

Hansen and . Rogers' (1968) algorithm for bandting:
polysyllabic words is ohe of the few system'apec attempts

'ft

.2. In*the case of passing mention of work disCussed
Gibson and Levin, we have ged&rally. not repeated the

.reference in this, review; for, instance, the reader might

consult'Gibson\and Levin for the Wardhaugh reference.

36--) 3 8 \
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to understand how such-patterns are decoded 11
Gibuon and Levin spend thee pages on case grammar,

which a number of lingtists- anti psycholdgIsAs have found a

promising alternalive transform atfatI gram ;tar. Grimes

(1975) has extended the propositims,* of case grammar to*

the ...treatment of discoursebeyond the word and the

sentence to the pvagrapp. Certainly fot those interested
in comprehension of connected prose, these develbpments

represent the most exciting bagetning on the Iplguistic

scene. Research by grou.aa_at the University of California

at San Diego (Normanf&.-aumelhart, 1975) , at Colorado
(Crothers, 1972; Kintsch, 1974), at Berkeley (Frederiksen,
1972),atCornell (Crimes, 1975); and in Europe (PetOfi &

Rieser, 1973; Van Dij-F, 1972) attest, to widespread

interest by patchologists, /linguists, and. erpcators in

this approach. '

',Semantics. and syntax are linked in ca'sfe and text

grammars.. As in the -archaic' practice of sentence

diagramming, terms like "the subject of the sentence,

the direct object," and Ya prepositional phrase of

location" have central roles. The grammar links these

units with ,the core of the 'sentence,-the primary verb.'

Throughout, syntax serves meaning:
.

The case notions comprise a set of

universal, presuly innate' concepts whict,
identify certain types_ of"judgments numah
beings are capable of making a8!Out the

.

events Diet are going on around them,

judgments about such. matters as whodid it,
',who it happenedto, and whIst got changed.

(Fillmore, 1968,"p. 24)
4

Case grammars are limited to the phrasing, of single
sentences; text grammars handle paragraphs, concatenations
Of sentences. Here the issues become those .of reference, ,

paraphrase, structure, andorganization. One of the -more'

!!Gibson
and Levin do not thdnk that HanSen and

Rodiers are rigb.t abbut[ne order inwhich the eleents in
a. word are proceSsed. Atually, the- argument does not

rest much on the assumption of order. The Smith and

, Spoehr (1973) data supporting, the algorithM.are not to be

disgarded lightly; thestudy_wAs'well'controlled and the

outcome fairly clear.

37
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seminal' concepts c3mes Irom Chafe's (1972) notion of

"foregrounding"; each sentence in,a paragraph is-designed

to say something new about something *old. Foregrounding\

has generAted considerable linguistic research, as well as
a, nuiliber of innovative studies in psych.olinguistics

(Bransford & UcCarrell, 1974). Gibson and Levin discuss

this topic several chapters la-ter (pp. 394, 447),16but the
linguistic foundation in ch.lpter 4 is scarcely adequate to

Support the subsequent 4iscuss4on. The challenge they see

faring Nsearchers in the immediate, future is "the need

for 'a theory of comprehension in &deri to 'specify
I reasonable units that give us t4001- to- measure

omprehedsion" (p! 400)., Case and text grammars might
\...rprovide a rea4onable.foundatjonsfor such a theory.

Chapter 6 on "Language' Development" is much longer

than chapter 4., This is somewhat surprising since most
°

children Ire linguistically mature by the
A

time they enter

primary school. .

.

Children, it is' often asserted are
linguistically mature by 'the time they start

to learn- to read. They have mastered the
phonological system of -.their language,

;except perhaps for a few hard -to- articulate

sounds. They chn say ind understand- all of ,3

the sentences- which the grammar "of their,

language allows, 'except for rare and

complfcated sentences. They are able'to. '

) ; codmunicate and' to extract meanings,

although their vocabularies 4111 conti,nue to
grow and there will be refinements in word'

(p. 109)

Sorle things rkmainto he learned, of course. Gibson and

Levin discuss (119ff.). the ability of children between 4

and 7 years of ageto segment phonemes, .syllableS; and

words. This is a good section with a fine-seleetlon of ,

studies presented in ,detail, though with little -actual

data. The concluding summary is clear-cut and focused on

reading'instfuctjon:

What can we .say now about children s

abilities to segment speech? There is no '

doubt _that in speaking and understanding

ldnguage, pre-school-aged 011:Wien can

. 38
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/
automatically discr'iminat'e units as small, as

the distinct'ive features- of the phoneme.

They do not confuse pat midi' bar: .for

example. In natural language' use, however,
athet-e is no 'reason,for the child to attend
to the deta'as of iihonology. 'He listens for

meaningR and communicates meanings. -These ,

are ,the first units he abstracts,

and . . .meaning Units take priority 'in the
child's analysis of speech. Sequences of

words Omposirig a meaningful utterance are
difficult 'for-the- child to analye into
lower -order units.

("'
When the exper.imentafi- task; requires 'the
analysis of phonology, tlidnyllable unit is

available to the child, Rerhaps because the

syllable was characteEistics like the

presence of stressed towels and

inter.Oliabic -pauses which 'faci.d.itate its

abstraction from the speech stream. For

children, and .t.o one extent for adults,

phonemics analysis is unnatural .and

difficult. Under natural language

condtrions, it is hard to conjure up a

situation in whith the chid 'has to analyze
speech at the phonemio4evel.,. , . children

can learn to analyze language in .phonemic '

segments,: but, usually only -after_titaining...

(e. 125,),
. '1,,, ,,

. :.-

The remainder of the chapter is devoted to a rambling
tt. -

,-,ditcusSton .of A language , develc4tant' in porphologyZ.rti
s.vocabulary, grammar, and word

,
meaning. Nuch of .4123

coverage is tangen,tial,to-reading, and the review is of

uneven quality. Fof instance, Anglin'S (1970) rather_
,.
* careful research .0e the: development of generL and.

. Specific word I.feaures -is_ dismimed ' as
t.

. 'unconvincingY Gibson .and Levin believe that development:
,is from the general tO,Lhe specific. while,"7-Arigin's data

v.
...show,that under cqrtain;,c,onditions specificAlstinctionW'
precede.general ones? Nelson (1.973) has reported findings_ ".

;suppfting Angliq showing how task, 'materials, Trid"-,-

background afftc& the, results of research on this

question. A]

C'.
A

r
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Vocatmlary C1 velopment is of paramount 'importance in

learning to read,: The extent: of the literature !-in this

topic is shown ly the voluminous compendium of Dale,

Razik, and Petty (1973), We find particurArTV interesting
the recent research 'on the subjective lexicon. Gibson and

Levin make reference tOis--latter area. including

Milrer's '(1969) origvarst'ady.. and the monographs by

Fillenbaum and Rapaport (1971), and Anglin (1970). There

have also been careful studies by Henley (1969) and

Kintsch, MilIex, an Hogan 4(197P).' The burgeoning

research pn'the subjective lexicon aims to show how words

are organized in human-memory. The organization isfixed
for sp6Elfic word classes (e.g., verbs of possession) but

may vary from one word class to another (e.g verbs of .

possession are organized differently than names of

: Animals). The studies show the significant effects of

.tas.1( variation- and developmental Pevel. ,..The direct

relevance. of this work to reading remains to be

estalts.hed. But one cannot gainsay the importance of

vocabulary knowledge to reading acquisition, anscgdies
. of the subjective legicom represent a dfeakthrough in

understanding how vocabulary *prodesses operate. More

generally, psycholijightstic research on semantics is an

active field, with an outpouring of research on semantic -

.associative theories (e;g., AnderSon.& Bpwer, 19°73;, Smith,

Shoben% & Rips, 1974;..40:AnderSaaj&JILLQ24 1975)-

Gibson and.LevinSuribari7e-thesec,A51)''"'

The problem of meaning haS Occutaa'
o ,,psycholingdists, linguists, and philbsoTilets'

-4east t,-since. the- :time . of Aristotle. --
.

Empirical work is in-i-ts-.-,ritafancy, however.

The approach using semantic features is

a,t --,attractiNe, but an appraisal of'the eventual
value of this line of theory and research

awaits manyyears of reseaftR. (p. 150)

This is 'a modest return oh suchThengthy discussion.

One further detail in this ghapter 'that_4e-mti-St

,quarrel with is thetereatment of Jakobson's distinctive-

.feature theory (110H). Two criticisms seem warranted:

the use of the word hierarchical, and the comparison'

"between data on phoneme production aed data on lett-ar

confusions. A hierarcf4y is_a system organized in a series

t



of-nested levels, each successive level independent f tAe
next. Gibson and Levin represent Jakobson's det,s,cription

of English phonemes by a hierarchical diagral-17-incorrectly
so, in our opinion. Vowels.* and, consonant's comprise a
hierarchical split because-The features for vowels

(e.g., narrow vs; wide) are different from those for

consonants (fricative vs. nonfricative). For vowels and
for consonants, each organization is better Sescribed as a,
series of orth gonal dimensions: for instance. the typical-
consonant is represented by a combination ,of the

dimensions la ial-dental, palatal-velar, and fricative -_

nonfricative. The child's ability to-- represent these-
diMensions develops over time, the labial-dental dimension
coming,in first and so on -(D. 116). The description of
the development of phonology by these :dimensions is

. useful, but it should be stressed-that not every structure
is a hierarchy.'

After discussing Jakobson's wek, Gibsod and Levin
emphasize that they alSo drew a treediagran (their Figure
2-3) to- represent confusions between-the capital letters
of the English alphabet. :-Though the two domains
,subjected to a distinctive feature_ analysis -- sounds and
letters- -are different, it is important to notice that the
general model for analysis is ale same and the general
-"forms of the outcomes are similar" (p. 115). Actually'the
letter-cpaftialon data were analyzed by Johnson's
hierarchical cluster program, which impeses a hierarchy on
a data matrix no matter what the underlying structure is
(cf. p. 18). Sol. tjle simiIerity beteen^Vigures 2-3 and

5-2 rOrqs,ent the authors' choiCe analysis. The
diagrams could have been drawn dyferentl had one wished.

Word Perception -,

'Can we learn anythi9 . . . from research on the
perception of a word?' (p,,,489.). Here, the cognitive
psychologist -finds a practical problem to his liking.

__After askin the que
al

ation, Gibson and Levin pose.the
issue: .Whe can a set of -data collected under one

:condition yield info'rmatipn applicable to a different set
lof-'conditions? But they sidestep this vital issue to

' examine . the research literature from ---7.:.another
1 --

perspective: "(Researe0 on single-word perception)
. is an interesting body of research in, its ownright.0

414
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and .gives us' some answers about the formation

of higher-order units (n. 189). That this

research interests some investigators cannot' he denied;

whether - Jr' enlightens us as to ,higher-order units,in

reading is another matter.
Word-perception- studies - are fairly basic research,

4trut Gibson and Levin try to stretch them to coyer some

.
tactical problems.

Only certain combinations of fetters or

soundg canes a word. Knowledge of these

rules even in the skilled-reader is tacit

thanexplicit, but- 'it is' there and
-

has been shown to be used to great

advantage. Children acquire thisknowledge

slowly, partly because it is- iminicit, but
itis crucial far reading programs ta,

provide the kinds of experience that will

provide maximal extraction of the,

conditional. - relations in , -Englash

o-rthograph,. (p.I224)

This quotation portrays in miniature some features that . ,

leSve one dissatisfied with-this book. No one would

quarrel with the first statement, but it scarcely depends .

on the research preceding it. The second statement- raises

chficeptuat -shall be meant by a

'rule"? What are relating letters and

sounds? What does, the -evidence-shOli about how readers

make use of these? The.thirdzstateent in the quotation

makes several assertions without clear justification. To!,,,

children actually acquire 14tZafound- knowledge "slowly,"

in the sense of gradually-, -or is the learning of a more

s,%\. (insightful character? Whak is evidence on this'isstie?' Is'

the knowledge of letter-sound correspondences gederally
) )

r
4., ,6

fimfa4 il :tarty reading programs try to make it explicit.

;-.1./lqw.d,op,s. conscious knowledge ofthe rules affect the rate'

(;E learning ancr-the,arication of the correspondence?

How is a teacher or researcher to interpret" a 1phras like

RiaaxiMal extraction of 'the conditional relations of

English orthography "? ,

-Kit back to a qutStion closeP to the laboratory: that

is .et that makes some words easier to recognize than;

others, after a brief tachistoscopic flash? Understanding '1'

the Kocessing sequence Would answer this question and

, .
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others of.related inttrest.,.-This Lindy-sten/ling would

include .statements%_about the -perceptual units in-word,
OrCePtiOn (letters? letter ----fragments? letter.
combinations?. word configurations ?) and...r_heirielationto

,

each --other in, pronouhceable or otherwise familiar
Tatterns. Psychologists have Studied these questions for
years :(efg.:, Neissers 1967(Genee, 1915b, chapter 10;
flassaro, 1975}. "Familiar" 'words, ,those that occur

. frequently in printed text, are easier, to recognize; the
_Thorndike-Ltirge count and other such frequency indices are
...quite accurate predictors of perceptual'thresholds, but so

are other variables, like pronounceability.
After 'discussing several stud -t s on the role of

pronounceab*lity, Gibson arida Levin describe a study by
. Gibs6n, Shurcliff, and ?ones (1970) comparing the

performance of 'deaf' and hearing- 'stvidents. The
interpretation of mpst studies of pronounceability haYe
been clouded by the fact that "a word's pronounceability-
and its 'orthograpti-,#, legality have been confounded"
(0; 205).* Sincebydefinition deaf subjects cannot reaat
to pronounceability, One might expect an interaction;
_hearing subjects.sh6Puld' be affected by pronounceability
but deaf subjects shouljnot. In fact, the two groups of
subjects performed abOu.t the same, Gibson et"al."---,

.-conclUded ft-om this result that the orthographic

..-properties were ore important.
Thi-s-study-illfustrates some probleMs common- to

type of repea:Cti, AS Gibson and Levin. note, corifcidaiWg
word ,c4ar"gristics,,is difficult 'to avoid: In the
Gibson et study,.... the cortelatio'n betweep . rated ::,

_pronounceibility_and 9rthograirhic Legality ran as high,as-.
hearing_subjects Responded .to

pronounceability (auditory AOcoding?), orthographic
legality .(visual encoding?), .or both.' That the deaf
Subjects did hoe react to pronounceability seems likely,

-7-but not certain. . Although the subjects were selected to
congenitally. deaf, or nearly 60, and maximally deaf,

they werg.,certainlynot typical of deaf subjects, most of
whom nave seven rebardation in all forms of language:.
That

,

hearing subjects the the sameiprocess in reading as
deaf subjects' is far rrom cefteln: -

The most potent p6dictor of word recognition in this
study haf esc4eti notice in. most reviews. This'factors
which acc6untsfoiHmore than two -girds of the varlancein
scores qk both heal:ing and deaf 4ubjects, is tHe lesngth.Of
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.
the word. The chief finding 4no t mentioned) is

sCradghtforCzard: The more', letters there are.. -in a word,

the longer it takes to identify.
What about .the role of meaning in word perdeption?

The issue here is extremely clouded. again, because many

variables tend _to be confounded, and experimental designs

have typicallbeen too weak tb separate the influence of

'dif'ferent factors. Words rated as highly meaningful occur

more ,frequently tj.n iirint, have more common spelling

patteEns, are generally shorter. are more pronounceable,.

and so, on. Gibbon and Levin cover 'this ground and

conclude that "the real effectiveness of meaning for

creating . economical units in reading is ?13,robably less

attributable to the single word than to- sentence context

whete meaning interacts.witti tramriar" (p. 218):

Meaningfylness probably wo:rkg largely by

aAi lab i 1 ty Meaningful .words tome more readily, to

mind, and so with relatively few clues the .student'

generates a .cprrect guess. . For example, "The boy hit the

" is easy. to' complete
As

a clear 'alternative

comes immediately to mind. As Garner (1974) has pointed

" put, accurate and skilled. performance depends on t 'ze

and siMflarity, of' 'the set ,Of stimulus natives

confronting, the subject. Presen6ing' a meaningful word in .

.. a meaningful, Context..41lows thie reader oui.k5,5 access to a

.small set of, plausible alternatives.
When firgt teaching a' child decoding skills, however.,

it is not clear that we should start by.pregsing fOi

speeded responses. Instead we might, encourage him to

analyze the elements in the Letter string that make up the

word and to formulSe a i.ronunciation that uses that

information as completely a4 poSsible. When the student

_attacks a word in isolation, where the goal is analytic,

tidtntification, meaningfdiness and familiarity may well be

a barrier; familiar . Ords may actually foster guessing

strategies counte' to the our!ose of decoding instruction.

The student. should \be led to_Cancentrate 'on structural '

cues when the goal of instruction is success in decoding

the word in kisolation.

12
. There- may also he some effect of familiarity on

percept ion (pp. 21J9 -210; Smith & -.,,Haviland, 1972) but it

'seems to be modest.
k
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?ractical Conseguences.

Gibson and Levin eschew curriculum research, which is
certainly their right,- but they fail to obserVe a

caution. -If, one gives advice about , curriculum and

instruction --an6 Gibson and- Levin do so throughotit the

book--then one! must respect chose principles of

instruction, that aid the teacher and those concepts of.
program design that lead to effective jearning. Their-.

recommendtions on reading instruction are spread -

throughout the hoo.l. in,aitcattered and di,soitanized arfay;
. are often presentdd without-rationale, and justification,
and in many, instances are questionable. Sometimes Gibson
and Levin speak from research findings.; mg_re often they do
not. either case, advice about educational* Practice

mist take into account variation in instmetional
settings. TeaCheFs differ, students differ,` aneVrograms
differ. In some situations the mandate that "a child must
be pretented with sentences and discourse at once" ,

(p. 306) may be appropriate. In other situations it.flies
In the face,of the ,teacher's plan, the students' needs,

and the resources of the program. The one stolid finding

9from'curriculum research is_that many different teaching
strategies seem about equally successfur. This finding'

.

might mean many ,things; --dur belief is that it reflects the
impoverished state of curriculum, research and the

insensitivity of existing measurements. The psychologist/
could malce.a contribution here by examin log more carefully
the processes of teaching and learning -in applied
settings. Let Lls se'What is reported on these activities.

o

V

krly Reading

What is new in the area of prereading skills? Tqls

is a topic of personal 'interest and so I (Calfee)looVed

13
.

The last section' of chdptser 9. conclndes with a,

disCw1Sion of thi-ee reading programs, all dpv6loped and

evaluated by psychologists. Here it is espApally trite

'-1.ehat Gibson "rid Levin would have done better to follow

their eartier pry:rase to leave curriculum research for

`another., time. They also
of

nothing about testing,

another applied topic of ,considerable relevance to .'

reading, which they.might have tackledeven though they

dectdeZ to forego curriculum and inStruct,ion.

4
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forward to..the content of chapter 8. Gibson and Levin

begin by devating,,considerable space to the important

topic 6! phonological awareness (McNinch, 1970). Young

children "know" about phonemes; they use plpletic

contrasts continually in perceiving and producing speech,

and they are more Likely-than their older peers to give

rhyming or "klang" responses As word associations. Yet

nothing in their prereading experience requires them to

-deal with isolated ,phonemes pr Phoneme patterns in qUite

the same manner as reading does. The task is -not to

-.improve- auditory .4iscrimination, nor is it tb become

better,, at distinguishing patterns- (training to

discriminate between a. doorbell and a _siren is unlikely to

speed up reading acquisitidn);-rather, is is to become

more aware, at some level, of phonemes.As elements in-the

stream 2f speech.' The task is more difficult than Gibson

and Levin suggest; teaching:a child l'stinky piniCy" is not

'always easy,, and phonOlogical awareness requires more than
training in rhyming production:

Gibson and Levin next discuss scribbling and writing,

,,and the perception of visual patterns,' includingt letters

4 and letter strings. Children get better at using pencils
0 and crayons as 'they grow older, but there is little

e'idebce that the development of this skill bears much

,A.rdlation to reading. Similaly, visual perceptual skills

are eltdeveloped by age'4, yet children do need guidande

O aVOut the ,strange ways that adults use words like "same",

.1, and "different.", fibereisSlittle'evidence to sUpport*the

customary practice ofohaviri4g children trace letters And

g'prform other such _acts-with ditto sheets (e.g., Rand,'

1978). The d*ta. on visual:perceptual training in
, )

:"kindergarten' (p. 243) and ,first grade indicate 'that it
impOves -visual Perception skills belt that' it has no '

effect[ on reading (Rosen,' 1966; Srlyithl, Marx, 1972).
s Cross-bodAl matchihg is discussed for '.,several pages.

Surprisingly, the jather complere review, by John Eaul_

Jones (.1972) is not mentioned'. , The idea .behind'inis

research paradigm is straightforward-2paading involves
the ,

transmission, of informationf;orp, sight fo

Ttieref;ie, a test's rCquirInk: comparison of ...visua'1'ind

auditory information should tell us sOmeihpg about the

adequacy of the channel between modalities. One such test .

. has, the student listen .to a-series-- taps and

match these <to S series' of printed gbrrelates

moderately With readingnof course, almost'eVerything'
0.

s

_
r
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does. Bryden:s study (1972, p. 249), is one.of the most

comprehensivt and clear-cut of the many investigations on

.., N. this topic. -Ae tested students ob various combindtions--
visual-visual,auditory-auditory, auditory-visual,_ visual-
auditory, and so. on. The subject's average performance

over' all, the tests Was' calculated and proved to be

significantly related to reading achievement. But none of

the test 'conibinations was ifferentilly related to

reading achievement. In particular, poor readers were'no

more likely to do ,badly on the cross -modal tests ,thad on
the ,other kinds, of tests. We

r know,of no evidence to

but we shall undoubtedly conti ue to see more studies'of
support the hypothesis of.spe ific cross-modatdeficit,

the problem. 14 % .

AnoO'Ter ches'tnu't is the role of letter, names in

learningr to read. With Sesame Street, .almost every
middle-class child arrives in kindergarten' kffewing the

names of: the letters of the/ English alphabet. Isthis
, knowledge helpful, ha-rmfpl; et neither? Experts haye

taken all .posVtile pOsitions on this question (Venezky,

1975): The student who arrives in the first grade knowing
the letter tames is more likely to succeed in' (earning to

,

,
,,-

read; but 6his iscorielatiom, not causality.. Seyeral

studies 'Rave shown that simply-jepching the letter names

in isolation does not inurch effect on,later success in

'reading--(Jenkins, $ausel, & Jenkins`; 1972; ilberberg, .

ilberberg,, fI ersofte, 1972). . knowledge of letter names
lir\. is one Indic to Of the st.odeht's ica6cground. The child'

who 'hapAlear9ed tle-' alphabet befO-recomihg to school has

. Like beendexPosed to othei elements O'Oead,ing',' may even .

have earned ,t© read'alrenykandligag.e will do ofte w
1 'k".4...mhoel,

r

Ote a Teading achievement test .at.t e end of:first ,grlde.

' This que;tioa seems .to'be bneof the tempestls-in-a-

teapot that plague' reading. 1t probably does not hurt a-
tyoungster ,o learn the letter names. "These axe relatively
,

. .
.easy* to a5quire, certainly easier Chanter -sound
p,s,sociatipns, and , Oley:give.him a handle. on the grap4ic.

.....-
. -sym6ors. This Apotience may; threiteleafalto-feap .

s`'.11C.
..

. .
. .

14
Neither is.there any evidencettygupport /he notion.

-f

that sot& stm :nts alto, "visual," learners.and others are

.1.1udiGory,',.! leArilets. :To the, contrary, research :fr4m, the,

,laboratory (Je.nsen:, 1971) and the, classroom (Robinson,

1972) argues agAinsC th,i.s idea, but it is aootter one,that
.... --.-z-

, des. herd . ..-t%,,, i

.
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or general transfer. make it easier to learn the letter

sound jpsociations subsequently (Hoover. 1976). The

studvt has much to learn , before he becomes a

reader.`
Chapter 9, "Beginning to - Reid." is the -longest '

chapter in the book (exceptor the final part/chapter).

The lefigth is surprising, given the introduclion:

Despite all the current emphasis -"on

literacy, the wealth of -4rPrograms

commercially ajailable, the "learnin'g

specialists' who haVe set up in shopping

centers, and the arguments over pponics or

wholeword methods, it -is.1 the beginning

..r.,- phase'of learning to read flat we seem to

knoweaSt about: All the'talk is of what

the' teacher does or should'- do and not of

what happens or should happen in the'child.

.
This is a very peculiar situation: There is

presumably a learning process going on, but

it is 'a rare psych logist who studies it.

The approach to be inning reading has most-

'. 'often been how to remedy thiqgs when t e'

program hasn't worked and the child didn'-

learn. (p. 264)

.

If there isn't that much. research (slid we agree with

this,--441;;;t), what , is there to say? One could discuss

_longitudinal and .ase studies; many are old,- bul.the,',

careful and recent wOvk 'of Durkin (1966, 1974) ,fits,this

category. Ohe migtj examine. the minima peAdin.
acquisition studies, or patterns of orpe- 'errOri.

15
As :a group, th :are pnorly con lled 'and

limited generalitY. ''Th sutjedt$ have So imes bye'
kindergartners, sometimes ntaryschool" '.c Idren,-.4 .0;

. sometimes,collev students, The materials have Sometimes_

used the Robert alphabet, sometimes a different alphab

(e.g., Arabic), and sometimes a synthetic,orthograph

Sometimes the, words have been meaningfql, sciMetimes non.,,

Sometimes :the list of letters and words hat been
4

rea,onably' long, most often not (e.g three or four

letters 'and four to six words). .Some studies :are

mentionn*,here by Gfbson and'Levid, others are discussed

elAwhere ire ,,,,the book (e.g, Levin's studies on set tior

\ '
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. There is some research now on the relation between the
instructional program and what the student learns (e.g.;
Barr, 1974).

;Cason'. and Levin, however, begin the chapter on a,
quite different note; they discuss motivatignit. Their

chief proposition is that instrinsic motivation serves
best qs the driv.ing- force for language, acquisition--

.wiEness Ruth Weir:s son delivering soliloquies night after
night before sleep with no obvious 2xternal -motivation.

Ashton-Warner's approach to teaching reading is given as

an example of the .sort-of program that fosters intrinsic

,motivation by fitting it to the child's individual

experiences. The approach is appropriate for those

occasions when the, goal is -meaningful reading. . On the

other hand, we question whether "it'ems like 'zowie, whee!,
,bicycle, and birthday cake are just as good vehicles for
learning about letter-sound correspondences as see baby"

4(p. 268). The knowledgeable teacher uses the youngster's
natural language to focus attention on decoding principles
when thatifits and works on word meaning when gynecologist
turns oat to be the'"word for the day."

Behqvior modification techniques Modeled acer
operant cendftioning are discustritiext, with emphasis on

.
the work of'the Staats. The 1..). s of these techniques.*
are emphasized -- external rdwards,76aintain behavior only so

long they continde in force, and they Are not easily

used to. (each "comprehension and inference." Ttiese are

pertinent criticisms but hold for many techniques for

promoting' motivation.- What is missing' is a balantee
discussion of the instructional situations in which

external reintorcers help. Behdvior modification can help
., to reduce misbehavior, establish' a work 'set,"!,, and

maintain attention on -the task. The techniques provide an

opportviiit,y for instruction and are -not ,ends in4.
'themselves: 4

How does a student read a wootd? Some 'read more

rapidly and accurately than others, and some read in a

different manner than others. The evidence on this last

point is scattered, but the-student who sees man and says

"main ", responds to different aspects of the stimulus thah

,
eL

diversity are describefd earlier in the book but not

refer-Medd- in this sect.ion), while others not at all

(e.g., Ackerman, 1973.?- Williams, 1961; Sullivan, Okada, &

Niedermeyer, 1971).

49
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the one who says "baby."° Gibson and Levin do not . say a

great deal on this topic ("'individual differences" is not

ed), but **it seems worth some attention in this

rev w.

Where. do these differences come fr m, and howare
they best charaCterized?. The tendency is to ascrtbe,them

to the individual--more able students cad better than

less. able students, boys read less w- th n -gfrls ,

studepts from "disadvantaged" backgrounds read more poorly

than those from more advantaged backgrounds, and so on.

Abundallrx evidence supports these.' as correla tonal

proposielons, but the evidence reveals little: ou the

Ah4gtlying causal mechanisms.. Correlation is

, 'causality, and ix is not proper to say that a student is a
poor reader becaus(11 he,is a boy, or dumb, or poor. -

A small but% growing body of experimental evidence

_does exist relating differencesin reading to variations

in teachinh practices. For instance, some students react

to a novel word as a problem in lettersound analysis. The
word cofe 'for.instance, is taken apart letter .by letter.

The letter c hal two common pronunciations, as in cat and

city, the former being more .common and signaled when
followed by 'a consonant or .the vowels a, o, or u. The

letter o, when it stands as a single vowel, has two common

pronunciations, .as in4otone and cot. The/. first

pronunciation is usually signaled by a qiingle.consonant

followed by.a.vowel. the second pronunciation is signaled

by a,single consonant followed by a blank, or by a,double

. conionant. The letter f Is .pronounced reg1]arly as in

fun. The. letter, e in final position is, regularly'

unpronounced, and usually serves: to mark) the sb called

.

long pronunciation of .the preceding vowel. Given possible

exceptions to Ancht I qiese regularities; still the most '**".

-
reasonable translati n is "koaf", rhyming with loaf. Some

stndepts typically ha die a novel word in this manner, and

the evidence suggest that they tend to be mote capable"

readers Venezky; 1974); their performance on

e.--"'''comprehension tests is better than average, they tend to

agree on a single pronuncihtion of a synthetic word, and

they make few "wild" resp9nses when tackling an unknown

word. ft

'MoSt students who*use a wordanalySis strategy do so

because they have been taught td. Barr (1974j Yeviews the

-
literature suPporting this statement, going back to Cates

and Boeker (1923). 'Her owt research f ings frQm

50
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controlled, classroom instruction provide the best evidence
presently available. .She shows that the student can be

taught to 'follow soother pronunciation strategy, well

labeled by Goodman (1967) as a "psycholTnguistic guessing
game" The student whocuses this strategy, when uncertain
about a word, rives a response from Words in the 'Iva, a
response that fits the syntactic requirements rof the
phrase and makes sense. The length,' first letter, and

possibly the overall configuration of the word influence-

the guess. This strategy is by training in which
..(a) the teacher begins the reading lesson by/stressing the
salient new words in the passage, thus telling the student
which words are good, guesses for the lesson; (b) the

teacher encourages guesSing; (c) the wards selected for.

,reading include so few common_patterns that the studeot

has no basis for inducing regularities; and (d) decoding
principles are not emphasized or are obscured altogether.
Such training has been called the sight-word., or "look-say"

method.
The research reviewed by Barr and her own findings

show that the teaching method substantially affects the

reading strategy employed by the student. In'Tiarr'es-

_study, of 16 children taught by _a phonics method only one '

showed clear-cut evidence ofusing a, sight-wotd strategy
after a year's'instruction;,' of 16 children taught by

sight-wprd method, only one showed clear-evidence of using

a decoding strategy (this was the ablest student in the

group.) -,erve / ,

Gibson and Levin (281ff.) do_ touch On-the relation 1.7\

instruction to reading. strategy when they discuss

Biemiller's study (1970) of oral reading errors.
. -

Biemiller's _phases-- .undoubtedly are,

influenced by 'tfle type of reading,-

instruction that the'children are receiving

(meaning as well as decoding, was,
enliihasized). . . aany children start

school 'with the nation that ,reading is

speaking with books .open in front of them.

The speech is not nonsensical. Still, the

earlier the realization -by the child that

what he says must be determined by what.is

printed,' the better is the' progress for .

early reading achievement. (p. 282)

Sir
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They do not mention Biemiller's Tether strong

statemnt abdut What he sees as the implication of his

findings.

The study ,has two maj>or eaucati

implications. First,. it suggests that
4 encouragement of tote earl use of contextual

andspicture clies, as now recommended in mut401'''

basal reader series (Chall, 1967, p.'215);

may well be ill-advised. Data presented in.

this study indicate that the child's first

task in learning to read, is mastery of -the

use of graphic informatlon, and possibly, of

the notion that one specific spoken word

corresponds t4 one written word. The

child's early use of contextual information,

does not appear to . greatly facilitate /

progress in acquiring reading skill. The

longer. he. stays, in the early,, context- I-

emphasizing phase `without Showing an/

increase in the.uss of graphic informatioil

the poorer a reader he is at tile end of t e

yea . ..,Thus, the teacher -should do a

co siderable proportion of, early rea ing

aining in situations providing no context

at all, fp orderAto compel children 6 use
graphic information as ranch as possible. As

they show evidence of doing so (through

accurate, reading out of context) ingyould -

be givtn contextual mat%rial,' to read:

(Biemiller, 1970, pp. 94=95)

/
This statement is consistent with Barr4, s findings as'well,

but it is inconsistent with Gibson and, Levin's insistence'
.that meaning must be stressed from the beginning. --

24 point is simple. To 'understand the process of

word recognition, the researcher must take into account

individual differences in the translation process and, for

full understanding, must tract these differences to

classroom antecedents,. ResearFh on reading that aim,efor

,, generality must :be sensitive to the qualify as well as the

quantity of individual differences, and its, seems..certain

that the-research will have to link up midi- the p*icOtIZes

used in the classroom to train reading skills (Bond and-

DYkstra% 1967; Chall; 1967). Controlled; :experiments on

these problems are feasible and' informatiive.
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Another example suppporting this last propbsition is
found in selected studies on the relation,of a student's
sexto reading achievement. It is well documented that
girls ..perfoi.4,be.t ter ,..than boys Oh standardized 'reading

- tests in the'pimary and intermediate grades. Gibson and
Levin disNss sex differences at two points (pp. 270,
02): They Aote that the teadher's expectations influence

II ,41.0$4
the stugent's success in learning,to read, and the sense

Po' of their 'discussion seems to be that sex differences ,

result from cultural jnfluences. Other hypotheses haver
been put fbrward to 'explain the difference: slower
Aanguagef development of boys, hormonal or, gdhetic
differences; less adequate socialization Of boys for the
demands of school.

-

Re§earchers have examined the interaction of teachers. .

with poys and girls, have measured the -opport_unity for .

learning ty boys and girls, and have investigated the
)reWard . .,system emplOyed Sy 'teacherl for boys and girls.
These studiei show observable variations in the w4 boys

, and girls are .handled' in 'ple classroom and in

opportunities to learn to rekd (KolzWi. ,1974),, When
saderits are trained by, computers (Atkinspn, 19744
Atkinson, Fletcher, Lindsay, Campbell, & Barr, 19f3) or'
by Arogrammed instruction (McNeil, 1964); boys , perform as
well!' as girls. When McNeil's -studenEs were movedfroml

*-progratmed -instruction to a regular classroom, the sex
differences reappe'ared.

Gibson and Levin, cover research On pictures in

Children's readers. This literature- is' very )

siraighttorward: The presence 364?)1Victure s detrimental'
. to acquisition of word-analysit skills. Children', rely on

the picture to make guesses ancLhence do not have .towork
on the more diffiCult task of 'deciding how to translate
the words. There are priibably few topics in the research,
'literature od reading where the evidence is more '

convincing and solid; hence our surprise at _Gibson
a*

and

..* Levin's conclusion: "Theme.- meagre -experimental evidendet
regarding the relationship between pittures and word

learning indicate$71he superiority of the word .alone, but.
one should noetStAly dismiss alb aesthetic and semantic
contribution of the 411ustratidng to thd text" (p. .333).

Whether 'pictures assist in reading .acquisition, or not
depends upOn the purpose of a spedific,instruCtOnal
ctivity. If the. goal-is to Leach word-analysis skills,

)- then pictures hinder. If the goal of the instructional
,

" ,
,..:; 53-
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activity is to promote comprehension and vocabulary

develdpment, then pictures may help. ':, .

-.. There seems little doubt (Walker, 1973) that the

literature on curriculum research in reading is weak and

n9t entirely trustworthy. However
,

for all its

, weaknesses, :_.-- curriculum -research incorporates the

variations in learnefrs and instructiinal methods- that a

thgory of the reading process must be rppared to handle.

Researchers cannot continue to, co!. the

psychological model that fits the cell ge sophomore or the

ostUdekt taught by the anonymbus teac er in an anonymous

.. ,

fashion. We believe that presently ex sting data provide

significant clues about the classesot variables important'

in fashioning a more adequate model, a d we_think it 'is a_

mistake to ignore curriculum reserch in designing-

experiments on the reading process.
-

, e

,--4--..., ,

, ,,

Writing Systems, LetterSound Corresporidence, and Dectdiag
.

.m t

Discussion of these vital topsids blegifis with chapter

b 6, which is something of A smorgasbord.! There are bits on

.:,
the history of writing, the effec4 of typographical

variations, cues from print and cues from speech, a

d#scpssion of orthographic principles, and a brief account

. .oC spelling reform.
,

_ '0 A reasonable theme might center on the features in a,

liting at,Rm that li. written- symbols to spoken

langu ge. Written langu i a cultural , invention and
t ,..

so varies from one society to anther in more, fundamental
,:,

ways than does the spoken. language. -Logographs, .
---

syllabaries, and alphabetic writing systems are .the,three-

'principal varieties of wrtting. ChAeseqs-the only major
moelern.languSge.--- that.relpas on'logographs; Japanese and'

. . z

16- ...

,..

, GiIlooly (19721has .recently reviewed the

literature .on wrlking 'systems. His report, an earlier.

unpublished verOTTOk WhrEh is referenced by Gibson and

, . Levin,-. is_well organized and suggests clearly' :how the '="-

dortgographio.,gsRem in, English, though difficult for,tha -

beginning reader, provides advantages to the more

accomplished redder. A different approach to the topic.

Was' been.taken by Olson (1975); b."'t review ,is.most.

interesting,- Coneroversial, and his references superb.
1,700-: ,

.
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Korean use syllabaries.
17-

Most of the rest of the world'
has adoptedan.alphabet.ic writing system:, where letters or
letter combinatiods stand.in correspondence to phonemes.

There is considerable .-variation in the degree of

consistency of espelling-sound correspondences fr one

culture to another, ranging from those fairly regulaf ike-

Finnish and Sganish, on the one hadd, to "Amer arr.

-English" whose inconsistencies reflect its multinational

character. _

After' nine pa ;es of text, mostly about Japanese
syllabaries:.Gibsonand Levin mention what may .be the .most
remarkable generalization that can Ise Made about;variation
d

- .

n.Writing.systems.

1
,TA a_later section,.,Gibson and .Levin do return CO

..,

th'd- concept of a syllabAry. Gleitman .and.toziln (1973)

propose an American syllallary as a,_remedy to: reading

diarculty. They, feel that _ "'awareness of phOnologi61
.

segmentation" is tacking for many school children when-

they beginl,readipg instruction (there A4 cRnsideiable

.=_-- -
evidence to,suppott this propositioq) and that ihis. lack

of awareness.isa stumbling block 6.success, in reading!.....G, Z- ,-
Rather tharsgarCh for ways'. of increasing phonologicA,-

,k,
awarevess,.Gleitman and gozin propose to 'circumvent the
problem altegether;.they ,replace the _ alphabetic pripCiplq

, .

with a sy4alwy aie,d .on the_rebus.. Gibson and Levin
; _

its-describe this _pr ram and its-evaluation in some. detail,
-

,- _____.

departing from their,earlier,promise to eschew offriculuM
research. They report one,parEicular-,advantage ,of ,the
method: "The child succeeds early in :reading' somettiine
(R.-g8I): One -of t4e ,difficulti much_currIculum
research, as Gibson And Levin Ante, is t t it ten4,toOie
6thers superficial. The criticism bears. ith, .fat..ce'Jlera.

What is it that children are arning and $.t,tgt 'IS the-
, _,.

,

transfer of these principles,to 1 r reading? One might

even suspect negative.transfer, givesr thatrthe.finar goal'.
. - -

_ -it reading is acquisition 04 the
/ alphabetic princigle. .

,.,
. i. ,., ..). .

Gibson and Levin are not unaware .of this

,probleM: . ldhether.Jthis method) transfers _to phonemic
. . -e-:1,

analysis and facilitateslearningof it,is mot known;th;s
-I-,--

r,;. ,. experiment provides,no evidence"(P.'28#). Given the,laCk
of evidence and the rather obVious criticisms-.of'the.,

method, one wonders why they decidqd,to spend almost_ two

- ghee on the topic.
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In general; though the evidence is meager,

there are few aspects of reading .which can

bq attributed to t'h graphic characteristics

of Writing systems. This speculation echoes

w Gray's (1956) conclusions from his cross-

-national study of reading for UNESCO. He

found reading ',skills to be remarkably

Similar regardless of the language being

read. These findings do not mean that the

process of reading is not influenced by the

nature of the writing system, but that. the

outcomes are .alike. It seems reasonable
that different levels will involve attention

to and abstraction of different aspects of

the ''.orthographic system. 'Readers of a

syllabidry must search fat invariances at one

. level, readers o.an alphabetic system,-at

another level. But the skilled readers of

one system are able to read as efficiently

'..as skilled readets of another. (p. 165).

7-- In the section of chapter 6 (cf. also pp. 267-305)

that. is most significant for_researcher' and-teacher,

Gtbsonand Levin describe the work of Venezky (1970) and

Noam Chomsky on English spelling-sound_ cortespondences

(they do not mentidn Wijk's [1966) work, an interesting

.supplement to the other two' investigators)... Certainly

.th6re is no more trampled ground than the debate over the

usefulness of phonics generalizations"-Iii.EnWsh, yon the

one side are 'arrayed thdee who claim that the many

.exceptions to any rules for English pronunciation render:

the rules useless for instruction (e.g.,'Burmeister, 1968;

cf. also Bukovec, 1973). On the other side are those like'
Venezky and Noam Chomgky who have -sought to find the order
iq English spelling, Ad thoe 'A° have put this knowledge' .

`,'to use in the 'design of. instructional systems

(e.g., Durkin,: 1965; Desberg & Cronnell, 1969). . The:

analytic eye of the psychologist.could .usefully criticize
the methodology and clarify the issues . For instance, one

gimmick for inflating the percentage of "irregularities"

in English is to count the frequency of occurrence of

function words (of, was, and do are good' exampleS) in

.fairly simple text, where function words predominate.

This practice yields a great number of irregulazities that

are pare apparent than real.

-56
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English is an /alphabetic 'language, and, the

- correspondences between.
are

and soundt's follow

definable patterns. These are not necessarily one-letter-
to-one-sound; few languages, follow this pattern. Rather,

a richers more complex' code exists that signals

1* derivational ,meaning as well as pronunciation. ;Foe
instance, we no longer pronounce the final b in bomb, and

it serves no obvious function until one considers

'derivations such as bombardier, bombard, ... or bombardment.

-.firmer comments hold for patterns such as sigh and

signal. Taking into account the range of information

communicated by, spelling patterns in English,Chomsky
. Concludes- that English spelling. is optimal. In this

context, opti means that the spelling of the key

--morphemic ele nt-u is'preserved tqLthe maximum feasible

extent,,- ther I 10 y maintaining a, consistent spelling-to-

meaning cdir pondence. English spelling provideS a

wealth of nformation while maintaining a reasonable

relation between letters and sounds.' The student who

fails tq a quire this baslc, principle and. reads English

words as Chinese logographs -.has failed to grasp a

principle of remarkable power--and the evidence is that

many st gents do fail to grasp -this principle

(294ff.) Our suspicion is that this failure can be
traced to their instrureion.

Other points of view can be found, of course. Sbme

educators feel that English letter.asounds are:,:t&o

inconsistent to be learned, _Or that the alphabetic
principle Itself requires understanding at tllo abstract a

level for many students. _There is no evidence that a

Simpler set of,- letter-sound' correspondences would

facilitateteginning reading.A The great debate over the

initial teaching alphabet (ita)'may provide the soundest

lvidence that absolute consistent y. of letter-sound

correspondences is essential. Developed in England

under theauSTAbes of Pitman, ita was designed to reduce

18A scholarly evaluation of the alphabetic,Rrinciple,
its history, and its cultural significance can be fo.und in

Goody and Watt (1963). In their opinion, "The notion of

representing a.sourid by a grOhic symbol is itself so

stupefying a leap of the imagination 'that what is

remarkable:* is not so much that it happened relatively late

in human ttistory, but rather that it happened st

(;)-315):

L? 9
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, ,
. the demands on the beginning readert!Shis alphabet has no

.consistent advantage over- traditional orthography, but -

neither is it any worse (cf. Bond & Dykstra,, 1967;:

Warburton & Sodthgate, 1962). It does seem to produce

. poorer spellers and 6es lose the semantic correspondences
in English that Chomslsy thinks important.

The serious student of letter-sound correspondences

should reflect on the considerable variation in spoken

English. 'Dialect illustrates most obviously the general

principle that a spoken word varies with the context, who

. is Speaking, and under what conditions. But the .

phenomenon is more diverse andperliasive., Consider the

statement, "What you just said is crazy!" Said quickly to
a friend,'it comes out "Whuchujesed is krazy!'.' How is an

orthography ' to track The wide variation in a wgres.
1'

pronunciation--what, you, just, in .this example -- without

lOsing the integrity of the written word. Surely no.one

would propose that aord be spelled differently every

time it occurs; yet this is implied by a literal, rendering

of letter-sOWd correspondentes. 'The beginning reader

seems undisturbed by the natural variations. As Gibson

and Levin point out, even the skilled reader is surprisek
to discover that he pronounces the final s differently ih

cats and dogs. Preexisting lawulge habits take care of

this variation; the:speaker understands the plural mar1er

and its variant rendering after
on

and, unvoiced

consonants. ChomSky's counsel on this matter. remains 0.

, :sound, in our opinion.,

Conventiohal orthography is highly

appropriate, with little modification, for a

wide range of dialects. To ,ihe extent that

this point of view can be substantiated, it

would foll& that uhe teacher of reading is'...

not.intrpdifEing the child . to some new and

obscure system that is onfy distantly

related to the spoken langliap he has, to a

substantial degree, -already mastered.

Rather the teacher is engaged in bringing to

Consciousness a system that plays a basic

role in the spoken language itself. (p, A)

It would hardly make sense to introduce the

beginning reader.t0 such basic principles of

sound-letter correspondence as the vowel-
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shiTt,,the principles of stress assignment,
and so on; nor is there any,particular
reason why the teacher should he aware of

these processes or their, detailed

properties. These rules, it. appears, are

partsof the unconscious linguistid equipment
of the nonliterate speaker. 'He uses them

O
freely in interpreting what is said, to him

and forming new utteranceS,'though quite
without awareness. What, the beginning

reader must learn (apart from true

exceptions) is simply the elementary,__

cor;eapondence between the 'underlying.
segments of his internaled lexicon and the

O
orthOgraphic symbols. (pp-, 15-16) . ,

For the moment, our understanding if sound

structure does not, so far I can see,

`lead to any very surprising conclusions'

regarding' the, problems of (-literacy or

teaching 'of reading. It may'very yell be '

.that one of,,, the best-waysto .teach reading
is to enrich the child's vocabulary, sp that
he constructs for himself the deeper .

representations of sound that correspond so

closely to the orthographic forms.. At. the

earliest stages, one woad* obviously make
use of aar4priars *that' do not- involve
-abstract processes and do not,depart too far

from the surface phonetiCs.,,,Beyond such

relative banalities, I do not see what,

.concrete conclusions can be draWn, for-the

teaching of reading, from the study, of" -sound

structure,' although, as noted, this study.:_

may- have profound implicatiqps or human

psychology. (Chomsky, 1970, p. 18)

One may argue that Chomsky oversimplifies. Francis

_(1970) felt that Chomsky had overstated the point in

'saying that the English orthographic system stood in a

"virtual one-to-one corre4pCbdence with the segments of.

the internaiized.lexical'represeptations" (Francis, 1970,

p: 51). 4, But overstatement arc an occupational hazard.

Gibspn and LeVin' maintain the converse: "There are few

' one-letter to' one-sourid,,correspondences.' in English"

596I
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(p. 291). In fact, several consonantsard one -,to -one fot

all practical purposes, and a set of simple vowel

correspondences with transfer value to later~ reading

be used to create an %interesting lexicon for beginning
reading. **The Pittsbur4 ,Reading "Prograrii- (3140.) is

constructed along just' such principles. The -stbd$nt does
IT; have to beginby reading words like pneumat6hore. A

large number of words suitaBle to his experience, can' be

armed by a fairly simple*set of regular letter-sound-
correspondences. °Ance learned, the way is open to the

"acquisition of more complex- correspondences. This was
Bloomfield's point almost half a century ago,* and it s't'ill

has merit (Bloomfield & Barnhart,) 961).
Some educators take it for- granted that skilled

knowledge of letter'-soand lorrespondences is fully
acquired. by about the third*gratie. We actually know very
Iitt1 about this matter nationwide. It is diffidult to
design a multiple- choice, machine-scorable test of

decoding ability. Educational test makers have measured .

what is convenient to measure: vocabulary° knowledge and

comprehension. Research, desctibed by Gibson and Levin
(294ff.) suggests that (a) the'acquisition.of letter-sound
principles is difficult 'for pally childreni (b) the

fqgMatiOn'Of-ZeheraliZatiOnSMOeS not occur ha rally; (c)

many_reading tasks lead the child td.,..guess on the basis of
minimal orthographic,cues, pictUres, and sentence 'context;

and (d) even as late as college, many students have not
4eqUirda certain rudiOntary letter-sound- princAiles well'
enough to transfer them to,.a new context.

19

191.'
the several .studies on reading acquiSitiol by'

"paired-associate learning, make -it 'obvious that , if

principles are to be learned, instruction must aim toward

the development of generalizations. It is true that &'the

ideal procedure for .,teaching generalizable knowledge of
orthographic rules is still a matter of ignorance_ to us"

(p. 304). Nonetheless, one of the most -informative

studies on this qUestion (Silberman, 1964, not in the
discussion here, about ten pages earlier, p. 292) gives'us
the key to tht learning

were

transferable skills: "The'

children in the experiment were in the lowest quartile in

reading readiness in the% low first grade in ,a culturally
deprived neighborhood. They did not show .automatic

. transfer until they had, specifi& practice .in[decoding
novel,words within the training program. Teachihg sounds

:
£
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The reasons behind this state if affairs may have to

do'taih the preparation of teachers and the mltgriali

available for teaching reading. Chance determines whether

realdmaxy,and intermediate grade teachers are _wellwell trained

in the elpments of reading; many states require' on1' one'.

course in reading. Teachers who have themselves'learned

to read without a full understanding of the alphabetic.,

principle (and there are some) will 'expericnce difficulty

in teaching this the'melange of materials

-
,
in a typical reading program, ane finds both the'sound and
the questiondble.s The publisher's strategy, in the

abence-itf s.ol±d- evidence on What really works, is to

,include everything that mighk help and let the teachers

decide what fits'their particular needs. Unfortunately,

this perpetuates 041 "saws " -Tike the one.lmoted by,Gibson .

and Levin: "Should one teach such verbal- rules as :When

two v owels go walking, the first .one is talking,' or-t _

.there a better way?" (p, 299). We hope there is a better,

ways because this'4.4ule" is wrong about as often as it is

right: It 'is a good example of the kind of pseudo-

principle .that is blindly repeated'in-the fade of,contrary

evidence.

Meaning and4Decodim

Another question df im portance , in reading

instruction: "Can we assume that meaning comes

automatically with 'decoding' to 'sound, since the child

has already progressed a long way in develqging his

semantic system for speech?': "(p. 277). :Reading ffifilds.

upon the existing language system, so if the student can

manage some sort of translation of print into'a reas9nabje

sound approximation, will he hiit automatically ichi,eve

meaning? Gibson and Levin indicate that they do not

, believe this is so: "It is true that meanings of words

have great saliency for children's-they attend to diem

rather than the word's phonetic features, or graphic

independently, and then 'blending:* was not successful.

They needed practice in ,generalizUgr the decoding skill.

This procedure. finally proved effective. fox reading new --

words.. The children did eventually succeed in

generalizing the relation to a new word,,but practice in .

the frarisfeestrategy-tt.self was required" (p. 292).

61
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'features when they begin,to read. But that des not mean
that a.chil'd has an instant program for extrAting meaning
from the written word" (p. 277). Of course, the argument
is not whether the thild has any "instant program," but

, whether the translation into a spoken representation
mediates meaning- -sthplugh the regular channels used in
comprehending speech. ' -

00rnence on this point comes from study of error
patterns- in oral reading. Here the chief interest has
been, whether errors reflect .semantic7synOutic
constraints, graphic constraints, or both (237ff.). The.

findings axe inconsistent; -at various stages in the
development of reading skills, each of these patterns
dominate. Gibson and Lekkindraw the sensible conclusion
that "It- is difficult tb reconcile' these tcontrddictoey]
findings ' without knowing the .details of reading
instruction which the children received" qp. 282). We
agree fully. . The studies do show -clearly that under
certain'condipons the reader responds tq both classes of

' constraints'. Scitit is startling to read, a few pages
later, "the.immtarlt lesson we have learned from the
st4dy.of early readink errors ii that young children find

,it difficult to atten to syntacticsemahtic and graphic
information at the same time" (p.. 284) .' While possibly
true,'it is not a reasbnable inference fr9m...the evidence.
Und'r certain condit4pps, the student' is' more responsive,

to the letter pattergs; other times, he appearsto. make a
guess, designed to 'make sense of the text, that is only
partly dependent on graphic, cues. But quite often the
StIldent's response reveals a compromise between the

Ilemandsof meaning and of print. The prOgram of reading
instruction, the character of, the,task before the'reader
w'gen tested for o al reading errors, add the nature of the
reading materials hould a ffect this balance.

What are the elations-between decoding and reading
:formeaning in early readers Access_to the meaning of a
printed word may demo tW that decoding proced with ease
and qUickness, what Laberge and Samuels (1974) Call

"automaticity. It is possible to overload the human
informationproCessio system so. that certain, tasks

.z.
20 It is not obvious that for the beginning reader the

phonetic andniaiihic features of a word are overridden by

the meaning; this probably' depehds bn the instrucN.onal
program,and,the student state of learning.

k?
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ordiriarriy within the persbn's capacity 'cannot be

performed. Ask a skilled reader to read mirrorimage text
(Kolers, L970) , and then -ask for comprehension. The

reader will call out the words haltingly, one by one. He

can, if accuracy is stressed, manage to read every word

CorreCtly; decoding is vrfect. But his mind is taken_up

completely wi he demands of performing An unnatural
",task; nothing is left over for the job of understanding

what he has read. This is the chillenge Ito the beginning,

.
leader, ,for whom decoding is still an operation that

engages him fully: He may be accurate, but he 111 be
...;slow and his attention will be fully occupied. He

"cannot' be expected to gin "automatic" access to meaning

:under 'these conditions. The same phenomenon can be

observed in regular spoken discourse, as McMeill (1968)

. rhas.noted. If a message is delivered at too slow a pace

-4by,, the speaker, the listener loies. ,the thread and'.

understanding fails. The comprehension of speech has its

pAce, and, when this is disturbed, the decay of partially ".

processed information begins to take its toll. --When the

I skill of translating from speeoh to sound begins to move

00urckly and .smoothly, _so that re'atively /tittle mental

effort is expended on the translation, then a can ask,

,.whether the. student gains _automatic Itcess to.

comprehension.' To this extent, we challenge Gibson and

*Levin's pronouncement that "what the child reads must make

'sense" (p. 289) that "learning to read at the beginning

muse 'involve sentences, even if the child -does,some

-guessing" (p. 290) Certainly at times this is sound

advice, but it is also possible for a strident to spend

.considerable time reading aloud a Bloomfjeldian list (fan,
tan, ran, Ian, san) witiOittle concern for meaning. He

may, in fact, Carry_ out this task with interpst.and

enthusiasm when he sees-it as a way to achieve competence.
Up to a point 'the beginning readr decodes slowly,

inaccurately, and with .considerable effort." `Under

pressure .Co read whole sentences, he is like137, .ta_drop

.14

21Thes d conditions. might produce the phenomenon '

mentioned in the Cromer pa'per discussed earlier, in whthh

students decode-but do not comprehetd. ,However, decoding
would -be performed slowly and with effort. .Thisishould be

a transitory stage in_reading acquisitibn, in any event.

As the student. acquirbtispeed and accuracy in decoding, he
,could attend to meaning.

. .

6Thi
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.'
attempts at word analysis, and adopt a guessing strategy.

While this. strategy meets his immediate needs, it is

poorly suited to long"-term goals in reading..

Skilled Reading

Chapter 10 is a collection of topics that apparently

could not find berth elsewhere.' Labeled "The.Transit'ion

to Skilled Reading," it includes little that bears' on that

topic. Topics covered are the relations between spelling

and reading, subvocalizatian, eye-movements and reading,

and grammar and eomprehension. ,Perhaps the chapter

heading is poorly chosen. The transition to skilled

reading is not a 'aiscernible event but a succession of

stages that occur over time and in diverse ways.

Some of the material in thiA chapter would have been

better placed elsewhere. For instance, eye movemen...ts and

eye-voice span would have made more sense in the chapter

on learning to read. The literature on eye movements has

changed little in the pa$t few decades, althoug1V

computerized eye-movement systems,(Rayner, 1975; Fisher,

1973) may add some new wrinkles. Eye movements.in_reading

. reach a stable level by about third or fourth grade.

These seem to come as a more or less automatic consequence

of acquiring .reading skill. Training eye movements has

been attempted in 'the past, to do real aail--the

oper5tion goes the other way; improved reading 1 dsto
improved eye movements.

/The interpretation of the eye-voide span pr cedare,

remains a bit of a puzzle to us, as does e clrze

procedure. The subject reads a passage aloud while

looking into a tachistoscope. ° Mien he reaches , a

particular word, tlie experimenter turns the lights off in

ttie device, and the subject continues to "read"- as much as

. possible of the text that he has jOst seen. The voice,

typically, is several words behind what the eye has seen,

and so the subject does,have someinformation to goon .

The fin8.06'are fairly straightforward: Older and better

readols can produce more of. the text after "lights out"

than can younger aid less competent , rehliers, And

lArtuallyeverydne stops at.a natural syntactic break.

People do not Ilse dangling expressions like "It was

difficult to hold his attention for"; they either truncate

to "It was difficult to hold his at-fention," oT make a °

64 pi r.3
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guess about the 'missing material, "It was difficult to

hold his attention for long" (Cf: p. 364) .

Present and. Future Sates of the Psychology of ReadinA

Our impression is that other efforts to treat the

psychology, of reading (e:g4, Hu 1908; Anderson

aearborn, 1952; Smith, 1971) h e. more nearly achieved

-their purposes than have Gibs and Levin. Perhaps 'bson

and Levin have aspired to g eater purposes.. However is

may be, their book leaves something-to be desired in terms
40

of its, theoretical formulations, its cO.tique, its

interpretation and integration of the research literature,

and its ,guidelines for .future research and

practice. PerhapsPerhaps they have bone the best that iss

poipible given present knowledge, but .we think there is

reason to be more optimistic.
What do we see as the main themes in the psy,ehology

Of reaaintat present? A reviewer ,has the responsibility

to summarize and integrate and to propose viable

alternatives where appropriate. We shall -try' to do-do

now,likhough the .aixempt must be brief and almost

impressionistic.

%,

What Do We Now Know?

What-can be -learned from the data base that
.

exists? We have a smattering rof research on the

acquisition of -reading. We have larger scale curriculum

studies (e.g., Bond & Dykstra, 19675. ,The latter show

that the name is not the thing; we will have to look fore

closely at the process. of claSsroom instruction to

discover.why a program-succeed§ in(some*instances and does

not in others. Some suggestions appear in. reviews' by

Dunkin, and Biddle (1974) 'and Brophy and Gobd (1974t but . ..

.

, .
.that .the'major conclusion from large curriculum studies is hat

,...o.

it does not matter-wpether a program is called ita,-

.
I

. .

--:-------2,7-
., 1

,

22' "
. .4

The ppofreading also left, something to be desired;

..
the number of .errors.anil: omissions in the printing we

received were annoying (e.g.% !Pp. 45, 50-52, 347-348,,

410- , -
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phonics, open classroom, individdalized, or what have ycou.
The name over the.classroom door, whether placed there by

teacher, principal, or experimenter,-is not so important

as what happens inside that Classroom. "lore analytic

investigations will be needed to gain an understanding in .

' this area (Calfee, 1975a). 4

But. back to the questiOn--what else can be.lekined
from pregent research? There are several things:

1. Simple, familiar words are .easier to
recognize, pronounce, and interpret than

those that have more complicated spellings, '

occur less .often in speech and .print, and
represent concepts that are not part of the

,student.s experience.

Weknow how to.write text that is relatively easy to read,

, though thls,knowledge is not always put into practice

. (e.g., Sticht, Caylor, Kern, & Fox, L971i Sticht, 1175).

4

2. Some people .repd more quickly `'and

'accurately than others, and by a different
set of processes. These, differences relate °

to stable characteristics of the'student
which predate entrance to `school; legs is.

known about causal relation's.
(

o

e can do a fairly accurate job 9E,_ predicting which

tudents will benefit from classrodm instruction, and,which
ones will not (Calfee, inc`press). Putting. this knowledge

to Use for improving instruction'is another matter,
1 . ,

3. A skilled reader can perform remarkably

well under a variety eilt changes in the

visual stimulus; his reading skills and

concepts transfeAQILleoto other contexts.

He can handle, for instance, a new orthography and a

relatively new sound system, as English readers diTcover

when they learn. Hebrew or .Arand,c,12The4 college student

"reads"' French or Spanish the seas' of translating

from priA to sound) long before.the result is meaningful..
.

. -

ie. Some youngsters '(generally from homes

' with higher incomes and better educated

66 .
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parents). come to school knowing more about

reading .and being better equipped to bike

advantage of the instruction provided by the
typical classroom teacher.

Other youngsters are resss well suited for schooling: and

for them instruction muse emphasize the principle* that

promote transfer. in reading and the 'skills that make

reading easier.

5.- Most readers seek meaning in what they

read a'nd, whem,uncertAin,, will respond in a

that makes sense.way

Methods of teaching gild type of

< curriculum affect- what a student learns

abOut reading and how well'helear9s it. ,

Few .generalizationA are possible about factors that

Apo,. mediate these effects, but it is clear that teachers

matter (Good, Biddle, & ;Brophy,- 1971; McDonald &

)1975) and likely that programs matter (Chalf,% L967;

fttalline1975).
s,

s .

What Would It Be Nice to Know?

.

The conclusiods above are largely; descriptive. They

do not te.11 us :much about haw the mind operates during

readihg. IL< is hereLtbAt the,deerth of good theory hurts

most. But certain fundamental questions can be raised,.

where partial, answers are available and where futue
research and .theory should focus attention. If we do not

haVe all then answers, we would like. we know enough 'to,say,,,
,Lthat theseLarethe vital luestiolts,:

4

1, What is ."the basicRerceptual .unit"
reading?-.

The answer is probably that there are sevetal
depending oh the reader's baa/ground and present ,set, the
task, and --t-he materials presented for reading. 'At.amep a
reader proceeds. letter by Letter (if he knows how to);-Itt .

other times:,the word is the unit of analysis;. under some t
ciramstahces the reader may meet his needs by a glance at

.

67
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a page,_ We still have much to leain about how the-reader

.,d4inks the printed information during the few hundred

milliseconds that the visual image allows for transmission
e r I

ftdm eye-to brain.

2. As information is ,processed during

:reading, hoW,doesit change over time?

Gough (197.2) provides one sketch of what might happen,

based on laboratory studies of skilled readers. The

in- formation passes through visual, acoustic -- phonetic,

lexical,: syntaCtic, and "chunk of meaning" stages. The

criticism tht reading does ,not always happen in this

fahion is off the mark. Gough has presented 'a plausible
)model, which accounts for how some readers operate in some * .

si6tatiOns.s'Itjarganizes a fair amount of research. It

may have some testable-consequicntes. Let the skeptic

propose plausible alternatives, and distinguish, themfrom
',Goughsproposal.

". 3'. -Reading buildp upon certain aspects of

existing language.. . .But ,questions
remain. aWhich, aspects of existing '

language are actualry.ci-iticOa to the

acquisition of reading. skills andithe

development of 'facility in using those

1

skills?-

I

. .. -

The evidence suggests fhat4roduction of "proper" speech

- is unimportant (thidgcenclusion goes back ,to Templin,

. .1957), but that awareness of phonological concepts is

important, that'syntex takes care ofkitself, end that the

. ,

size-and availability. of the vocabulary is ,a major.
timecansideratiorl. :Since BinetS time it hat been kr%oin that

vocebulary knowledge : is Onendr.thebet,Eer 1)pp:4ov:ifs of
... ,

school 'success;-includirig reading achievemeat.

--

Reading. ,builds, upon thinking

Which of these skills are most genital`,

to' readingrae how scan the beat use 'be

made the skillseavailable to a given.

AtudentZ
*4 '

This probiem'seemsidifficult, to trearin any general way

at present. ,4 may become more amehabie to fnvestigation

I it
op r:"



as our definition and determination` iithinking skills"
become cadre precise. For instance, the ability to

generalize or tor"use_logic" seems coMplicated,tbut afair
amount of evidence can be brought to bear on the

conditions that promote transfer., and on the intellectual

Iskills that 'foster the development and use of,prindiples:

Some students aremore inclined than others to look for

generalizations, but most can be taught to'think ,this way

.4r a particular situation.
This list leaves untouched some impotftant areas--

---rmotivation,,affect, and attitude--that bear on the reading

procesS. We leave them untouched here not because they

-are unimportant, As,..because there is

and
pertinent

.research, but because,we rack time, space, ana-background,__

The-Need for Th.Aory

There is 'a deirth of trustworthy. theoretical models

for almost way segment .of the reading ,prodess. Some

formal models have .beepyroposed fo;_a limited clasS.of
tgordLObrception tasks. --OtherwIse, we have a handful of

(untestable?) modelp and a few useful heuristic,

models. nany, psychologists seem Ao take theory

:..,development lightly. EStes'-s, (1959) stimulus sampling
theory is fYow a quarter centmry,old: It provides, airich,
.flexible, and testable array, of models to describe various
aspects of .the learning proceSs.

A second array of diverse and 'profitable theoretical

models has been cneArqd'to serve the needs of cognitive

psychologists.ReacrIng is a thinking ,process of a most

interesting ,sort (Calfee, 1975c), and lt Is refreshing

_ -.that psychologists have rediscovered the Mind after the

long, period when it . was tabdo. The methodological

:sophistication of the cognitive theoreticians,is

considerable: Drawing flow char.ts of "the reading

process" has been popular for some years;. these can be

.formulated'in-iways that are robust and testatde Calfee,

f975d). .ComputerelMulatiom models are a mixdblessing,. --

: somAre as Complex as'iihelphenomena they represenebut
the.dek,e1CpmCnt of models for comprehending and.answering, '

,questions deserves the attention of those interested in-

,reading as, comprehension Schank, 1972;.W.inogra4,

1572; , Norman & RumelharT, 1975; Norman1973). ,To be, ---

sure,. a computer Ls not essential fox+ theoretical work on

comprehension (Kintsch, 1974). .

697.
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Theory,- is hlpfpl in guiding and' organizing the
researcher's efforts, but we also agree with the sentiment

attributed by Gibson and Levin to r:a great gducator7:

,"There is nothing so practical as a good'theory." There

.are. _f_eW-..alaystrations of the .adage in the behavioral

.scienFersiAtkiffsPn's (1975) use of learning models to

optimize_.....ipstruttion in reading is one of the most

promising effOrtS. It.is worth emphagizing that Atkinson

,bridged...the_gapL between she laboratory and practical

application with the_help of; theory. Learning models that

were developed ,acquisition of nonsense-

syllable pairs served- to Virect -a comppter-hssisted

instruction program- throughe,-. highly efficient path for

teaching basic readimg-Skill-to primary - school children.

A vital InterchzggeTtetmen_,the laboratory and the

classroom seems must desirable at. present - -a worthwhile

point to stress in ending this review. Theoreticarmodels

can serve -a natural-ftle---irrtiediating this(iNtterchange.

need to be movement in both directions (Chall,

1975). A substantial :154ie Vf psychological knowledge,

exists concerning the acquisition and practice of reading_

in natural contexts.. Much of this knowledge is rooted in

applieci research on reading, Future research on reading

will benefit by. looking again 4. the source- -the act of

/reading and learning to read by a normal person under

"---Ey-piCal conditions:-

-,4.,;14
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